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GENERAL FICTION 
 
AN ANONYMOUS GIRL by Greer Hendricks and Sarah Pekkanen (St. Martin’s 
Press, January 2019)   

Comparison: Behind Closed Doors by B.A. Paris 

Seeking women for a study on ethics and morality conducted by a preeminent psychiatrist. 

Generous compensation. Anonymity guaranteed. Desperate to earn money to cover her 
crush of bills, Jessica Farris sneaks into the study conducted by the mysterious Dr. Shields. 
It begins with words on a computer screen: Welcome, Subject 52. Then come the questions. 
But this is no ordinary survey. It’s as if Dr. Shields is peering into Jess’s mind and knows 
what she is thinking. And what she is hiding. Next comes an offer: Would you consider participating in real-

life morality experiments? The compensation would be significantly higher… but significantly more would be 
asked of you. Soon Jess is being told what to wear and how to act as she is sent into bars and strangers’ 
apartments to flirt with seemingly-random men and coax information out of specific women. As the 
assignments grow more menacing, Jess tries to quit—then she learns about a woman with whom she shares 
eerie similarities, and who was found dead on a park bench just a few months earlier: She was Subject 5. 
 
Praise: “[A] jaw-dropping psychological thriller...Unforgettable twists lead to shocking revelations all 

the way through the epilogue.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on The Wife Between Us 

The Wife Between Us debuted at #2 on the New York Times bestseller list and has sold over 500,000 units 
across all formats! 

Foreign sales: Netherlands/Luitingh-Sijthoff, Poland/Zysk, Romania/Litera, Russia/AST, UK/Pan 
Macmillan 
Previous title’s foreign sales: Arabic World/Dar Altanweer, Brazil/Companhia Das Letras, Bulgaria/Colibri, 
China/Citic, Croatia/Znanje, Czech Republic/Albatros, Denmark/Gyldendal, Estonia/Varrak, 
France/Sonatine, Germany/Rowohlt, Greece/Klidarithmos, Hungary/Alexandra, Iceland/Forlagid, 
Israel/Miskal, Italy/Piemme, Korea/Korea Literature, Inc., Latvia/Kontinent, Lithuania/Alma, 
Macedonia/Sakam Knigi, Netherlands/Luitingh-Sijthoff, Norway/Cappelen Damm, Poland/Zysk, 
Portugal/Objectiva|PRH, Romania/Litera, Russia/AST, Serbia/Vulkan, Slovakia/Albatros, 
Spain/HarperCollins Español, Sweden/Modernista, Taiwan/Sun Color, Turkey/Dogan Kitap, 
UK/Pan Macmillan, Ukraine/ Vivat, Vietnam/ Nha Nam 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 352 

Also available: The Wife Between Us (2018) 
 

SAVING MEGHAN by D. J. Palmer (St. Martin’s Press, April 2019) 
Comp: Lisa Gardner 

Some would say Becky Gerard is a devoted mother and would do anything for her only 
child. Others claim she’s obsessed and can’t stop the vicious circle of finding a cure at her 
daughter’s expense. Fifteen-year-old Meghan has been in and out of hospitals with a plague 
of unexplained illnesses. But when the ailments take a sharp turn, doctors intervene and 
immediately suspect Munchausen syndrome by proxy, a rare behavioral disorder where the 
primary caretaker, typically the mother, seeks medical help for made-up symptoms of a 
child. Is this what’s going on? Or is there something even more sinister at hand? 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 384 

UK/COMMONWEALTH RIGHTS ONLY (All other rights are with the Jane Rotrosen Agency) 
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SEVEN LETTERS by J.P. Monninger (St. Martin’s Press, October 2019) 

Comp: Nicholas Sparks  

From the internationally bestselling author of The Map that Leads to You comes a sweeping romantic novel 
about love, family, and discovering the true meaning of home. The Blasket Islands are the heart of Ireland. 
Once populated with some of the most famous Irish writers, they are now abandoned, filled with nothing but 
wind and silence. Kate Moreton, a PhD student at Dartmouth, is in Ireland to research the history of the 
Blaskets, not to fall in love. She has a degree to finish and a life back in New Hampshire that she is reluctant 
to leave. But fall in love she does, with both the wild, windswept landscape and with Ozzie, an Irish-American 
fisherman with a troubled past who shares her deep, aching love for the land. Together, they begin to build a 
life on the rocky Irish coast. But when tragedy strikes, leading Kate on a desperate search through Europe, the 
limits of their love and faith in each other will be tested.  

Praise: “Romantic and unforgettable.”—Nicholas Sparks on The Map that Leads to You 

Previous title’s foreign sales: Australia/Penguin Random House, Brazil/Verus, Bulgaria/Soft Press, 
Catalan/Grup 62, Czech Republic/Euromedia, Denmark/Lindhardt and Ringhof, Germany/Ullstein, 
Italy/Sperling, Norway/Cappelen Damm, Poland/Czarna Owca, Portugal/20|20 Editora, Romania/Litera, 
Russia/Family Leisure Club, Serbia/Laguna, Slovakia/Ikar, Spain/Destino|Planeta, 
Taiwan/Crown, Turkey/Penguen Kitap 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 352 
 

Also available: The Map that Leads to You (2017) 
 

THE GIRL HE USED TO KNOW by Tracey Garvis Graves (St. Martin’s Press, April 
2019) 

Comp: Me Before You by Jojo Moyes 

From the internationally bestselling author of On the Island comes a compelling, moving, 
and hopelessly romantic novel. Annika Rose has always been “different.” Sensory overload 
is a constant problem for her. She has a hard time reading people and feels lost in social 
situations. She’s a brilliant chess player but can’t pull together an outfit to save her life. In 
her last year of college, her only real friend is her roommate until Jonathan, a gorgeous 

transfer student, joins the chess club and is immediately captivated by the beautiful girl whose attention is 
completely transfixed on her game. Despite the challenges they face, the two fall in love and embark on a 
relationship. Jonathan is patient and understanding of Annika’s “quirks” and seems to like her just the way she 
is. Annika, in turn, finds the world less confusing and ominous when she’s with Jonathan. As graduation looms, 
they begin making plans for the future; but a tragic event forces them apart, shattering their connection and 
leaving them to navigate their lives alone. A decade later, a highly functioning Annika and a jaded Jonathan 
meet by accident and feel the tug of old feelings and the passionate attraction they once shared. Will they be 
able to pick up where they left off, or will time and old betrayals keep them from each other? 

Praise: “No one does unexpected romance like Tracey Garvis Graves—and with her latest, Graves has 
bested even herself. Smart and sensitive, with wholly original characters you can’t help but root for, The 

Girl He Used to Know is unlike any book I’ve read. I loved every page.”—Camille Pagán, bestselling 
author of Life and Other Near-Death Experiences 

Foreign sales: Germany/Droemer, Israel/Kinneret, UK/Orion 

Material: manuscript  
Page count: 304 
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THE SCENT KEEPER by Erica Bauermeister (St. Martin’s Press, May 2019) 
Comp: The Snow Child by Eowyn Ivey 

Emmeline lives with her father, John, on a remote, unpopulated island in the Pacific 
Northwest’s middle passage. Brought there when she was a baby, Emmeline’s past is a 
complete mystery to her, as is her father, who is obsessed with a collection of glass bottles 
that he keeps locked away. Each bottle holds a magical scent. With her father’s help, 
Emmeline journeys into the scents and learns their stories. Day by day, month by month, 
John teaches her to use her keen sense of smell to survive. At night, he reads Emmeline 
fairy tales. Enchanted by both the magic of the scents as well as the fairy tale world her father’s stories evoke, 
Emmeline dreams about the places she will one day travel. But then the idyllic world her father has created on 
the island begins to slip away. The scents in the bottles start to disappear, and her father’s grasp on reality goes 
with them. The quest that follows will take Emmeline far from the island she knows, out into a world of love, 
betrayal, ambition, and revenge, each of which has its own smell. To understand her past, and figure out her 
future, Emmeline must put the missing pieces together and challenge the limits of her heart and imagination. 

Praise: “Like the grand fairy tales it resembles, The Scent Keeper exists in a singular world, rich with 
redolent secrets, alluring landscapes, and most importantly, a steadfast heroine on a solitary quest. Erica 

Bauermeister’s Emmeline, facing the fleeting essence of identity, might also be kin to Jane Eyre. 
Heartbreaking, thrilling, and wonderfully instructive, this sensual novel is pure pleasure reading.”—                               
Adrianne Harun, bestselling author of A Man Came Out of a Door in the Mountain 

Foreign sales: Italy/Garzanti 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 368 
 

THINGS YOU SAVE IN A FIRE by Katherine Center (St. Martin’s Press, August 2019) 

Comp: PS, I Love You by Cecelia Ahern 

From the author of How to Walk Away comes a heartfelt, affecting new novel about life, love, and the true 
meaning of courage. Cassie Hanwell was born for emergencies. As one of the only female firefighters in her 
Texas firehouse, she’s seen her fair share of them, and she’s excellent at dealing with other people’s tragedies. 
But when her estranged and ailing mother asks her to uproot her life and move to Boston, it’s an emergency 
of a kind Cassie never anticipated. The tough, old-school Boston firehouse is as different from Cassie’s old 
job as it could possibly be. Hazing, a lack of funding, and poor facilities mean that the firemen aren’t exactly 
thrilled to have a woman on the crew, even one as competent and smart as Cassie. Except for the handsome 
rookie, who doesn’t seem to mind having Cassie around. But she can’t think about that. Because she doesn’t 
fall in love. And because of the advice her old captain gave her: don’t date firefighters. But as Cassie begins 
to feel her resolve slipping, she has to decide whether she is willing to jeopardize her place in a career where 
she’s worked so hard to be taken seriously. 

Praise: “Center’s characters . . . leap off the page with their unique voices, and their relationships evolve 
slowly and satisfyingly…A story about survival that is heartbreakingly honest and wryly funny, perfect 
for fans of Jojo Moyes and Elizabeth Berg.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) on How to Walk Away 

Foreign sales: Germany/Goldmann  
Previous titles’ foreign sales: Bulgaria/Kragozor, Czech Republic/Domino, France/Bragelonne, 
Germany/Blanvalet and Goldmann, Hungary/Pioneer, Israel/Miskal, Italy/Piemme, Netherlands/De 
Boekerij, Poland/Muza, Russia/Eksmo, Slovakia/Ikar, Sweden/Printz, UK/Pan 
Macmillan 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 352 

Also available: Happiness for Beginners (2015), How to Walk Away (2018)  
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SUNSET BEACH by Mary Kay Andrews (St. Martin’s Press, May 2019) 

Comp: Dorothea Benton Frank 

A delightful new summer novel by the New York Times bestselling author of The High Tide 

Club. Drue Campbell’s life and career have derailed. The only thing she has left is the house 
her mother left her: a ramshackle beach bungalow with a missing roof in the once-sleepy 
town of Sunset Beach. When Drue’s larger-than-life father unexpectedly turns up at her 
mother’s funeral and offers her a job at his law firm, Drue doesn’t know whether to be 
grateful or resentful that he has suddenly reappeared. She grudgingly accepts the job sifting 

through cold callers and scam artists looking to get rich quick. But when her attention is caught by a suspicious 
murder case, Drue finds herself entangled in a decades-old mystery—one that may have dire consequences for 
Drue and the people she loves. 
 
Praise: “Andrews creates a story that is at turns suspenseful, sad, and hopeful, with plenty of surprising 
twists. Her dialogue is natural and funny, and even her minor characters are fully drawn with unique 

voices...Another satisfying summer read from the queen of the beach.”—Kirkus Reviews on The High 

Tide Club 

Previous titles’ foreign sales: Germany/Fischer, Hungary/Nouvion Trade, Norway/Bastion, Poland/Znak, 
Slovenia/Ucila, Turkey/Pegasus  

Material: manuscript due December 
Page count: 448 

Also available: Summer Rental (2011), Spring Fever (2012), Ladies’ 
Night  (2013), Christmas Bliss (2013), Save the Date (2014), Beach 

Town (2015), The Weekenders (2016), The High Tide Club (2018) 
 

RED, WHITE, & ROYAL BLUE by Casey McQuiston (St. Martin’s Griffin, June 
2019) 

Comp: The Royal We by Heather Cocks and Jessica Morgan 

First Son Alex Claremont-Diaz is the closest thing to a prince this side of the Atlantic. With 
his intrepid sister and the vice president’s genius granddaughter, they’re the White House 
Trio, a beautiful millennial marketing strategy for his mother, President Ellen Claremont. 
International socialite duties do have downsides—namely, when photos of a confrontation 
with his longtime nemesis Prince Henry at a royal wedding leak to the tabloids and threaten 

American/British relations. The plan for damage control: staging a fake friendship between the First Son and 
the Prince. Alex is busy enough handling his mother’s bloodthirsty opponents and his own political ambitions 
without an uptight royal slowing him down. But beneath Henry’s Prince Charming veneer, there’s a soft-
hearted eccentric with a dry sense of humor and more than one ghost haunting him. As President Claremont 
kicks off her reelection bid, Alex finds himself hurtling into a secret relationship with Henry that could derail 
the campaign and upend two nations. And Henry throws everything into question for Alex, an impulsive, 
charming guy who thought he knew everything: What is worth the sacrifice? How do you do all the good you 
can do? And, most importantly, how will history remember you? 

Praise: “By turns hilarious and angst-ridden, buoyant and strikingly real, this novel is a surefire bull’s-
eye for any devotee of classic romance, slow burn fanfiction, or heartfelt storytelling. A political love 
story too timely and too genuine to miss.”—Lyndsay Faye, internationally bestselling author of Jane 

Steele and The Gods of Gotham 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 400 

UK/COMMONWEALTH RIGHTS ONLY (All other rights are with kt Literary)  
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CARNEGIE HILL by Jonathan Vatner (Thomas Dunne Books, August 2019) 

Comp: The Nest by Cynthia D’Aprix Sweeney 

In this fresh debut about marriage, love, and fumbling one’s way to honesty, thirty-three 
year old Penelope “Pepper” Bradford has no career, no passion and no children. Her 
intrusive parents still treat her like a child, and when they take a dislike to her fiancé Rick, 
an up-and-coming financier, it sends Pepper on a quest to figure out whether the marriage 
is really the right thing for her. She looks to her older neighbors in the building to help 
decide whether to stay with Rick, not realizing that their marriages are in crisis, too. To her 
surprise, Pepper’s best model for love may be a clandestine romance between Caleb and Sergei, a porter and a 
doorman. Carnegie Hill is a belated-coming-of-age novel about sustaining a marriage—and knowing when to 
walk away. 

Praise: “In Carnegie Hill, Jonathan Vatner’s array of terrifically drawn residents of a New York City 
co-op tackles race, homophobia, income disparity, and romance old and new. Readers of Cynthia Ozick 
and Amor Towles will love this witty and heartrending chronicle of modern manners. Through Vatner’s 
sharp evocation of present-day Manhattan, we pity the rich, admire the struggling, and root for them 
all.”—Bethany Ball, New York Times Editor’s Choice author of What to Do About the Solomans 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 352 

SMP controls all rights EXCLUDING SPANISH LANGUAGE (Spanish language rights are with Jim 
Fitzgerald Agency) 

 

A STRANGER ON THE BEACH by Michele Campbell (St. Martin’s Press, July 
2019) 

Comp: The Woman in Cabin 10 by Ruth Ware 

From the bestselling author of It’s Always the Husband comes an edge-of-your-seat story 
of passion and intrigue. Maggie’s spectacular new beach house was built for hosting 
expensive parties and vacationing with the family she thought she’d have; but her husband 
is lying to her and everything in her life is upside down. When Maggie sees a stranger 
outside of her house, and then when that same stranger shows up as a bartender at a party 
where Maggie and her husband have a very public fight, it doesn’t seem like anything out 
of the ordinary. As her marriage collapses around her and the lavish lifestyle she’s built for herself starts to 
crumble, Maggie turns to the stranger, Aiden, for comfort...and revenge. But after a brief and desperate fling, 
Aiden’s obsession with Maggie, her family, and her house grows more and more disturbing. And when 
Maggie’s husband goes missing, her life descends into a nightmare that leaves her accused of her own 
husband’s murder. 

Praise: “Campbell’s skillful characterization and her shocking final twist make this follow-up to It’s 
Always the Husband well worthwhile.”—Booklist on She Was the Quiet One 

Previous titles’ foreign sales: Czech Republic/Mystery Press, Israel/Modan, 
Poland/Literackie, UK/HarperCollins (two-book deal) 

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 352 

Also available: It’s Always the Husband (2017), She Was the Quiet One (2018) 
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BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE by Rea Frey (St. Martin’s Griffin, August 2019) 
Comp: Chevy Stevens 

A child needs a mother most of all.  But what happens if that mother disappears? Single 
mother Lee has the daily routine down to a science: shower in six minutes; cut food into 
perfect squares; never leave her autistic son, Mason, in someone else’s care. She’ll do 
anything—anything—to keep his carefully constructed world from falling apart. Do 
anything to keep him safe.  But when her best friend Grace convinces her she needs a small 
break from motherhood to recharge her batteries, Lee gives in to a weekend trip.  Surely 

forty-eight hours away from home won’t hurt anyone?  And Noah, Mason’s handsome, bright, charismatic 
tutor—the first man in ages Lee’s even noticed—is more than happy to stay with him. Forty-eight hours later, 
Lee is dead—leaving Grace as his guardian. But not all is as it seems.  Noah may be more than who he claims 
to be.  Grace has a secret—one that destroyed Lee the night of her fatal accident.  And as the dominoes begin 
to fall and the past comes to light, perhaps it’s a good thing Lee is gone after all. 

Praise: “Brings to mind Jodi Picoult...thought-provoking domestic drama.”—Booklist on Not Her 

Daughter 

Film rights to Not Her Daughter optioned by Argent Pictures! 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 352 

Also available:  Not Her Daughter (2018)  
 

FORGET YOU KNOW ME by Jessica Strawser (St. Martin’s Press, February 2019) 
Comp: Big Little Lies by Liane Moriarty 

In her third novel, Jessica Strawser takes readers deep into the intimate friendship of two 
women and the distance, secrets, and lies that threaten to break them apart. Liza and Molly 
are life-long best friends—or at least they used to be. Ever since Liza moved to Chicago to 
pursue her career, leaving Molly behind in Cincinnati with a husband and two kids, the 
distance between their two lives has grown more and more insurmountable. In a last-ditch 
effort to save their friendship, they arrange a “girls night” over webcam, wine in hand, 
catching up like they used to. But when Molly runs upstairs to check on a crying toddler, 

Liza watches, horror-struck, as a masked man enters the home of her best friend. After calling the police, Liza 
frantically tries to reach Molly; but when she finally responds, her message is icy and terse, insisting that 
everything is fine. Liza is still convinced something is wrong—that her friend is in danger. But after an all-
night drive to rescue her ends in a brutal confrontation, Liza is sure their friendship is over. Meanwhile Molly 
finds herself wondering whether she’s dodged one ruinous mistake only to make another in its place. Did she 
sacrifice her oldest friendship to save her marriage? Or has she inadvertently sacrificed both? Liza and Molly 
can’t avoid each other forever, and soon, they’ll face a reckoning that will force them to decide just how much 
weight a shared history can carry. 

Praise: “Sinister, sophisticated, and teeming with secrets...completely irresistible.”—Hank Phillippi 
Ryan, bestselling author of Trust Me   

Previous titles’ foreign sales: Hungary/Alexandra, Poland/Swiat Ksiazki, 
UK/Hodder (two-book deal) 

Material: manuscript  
Page count: 320 

Also available: Almost Missed You (2017), Not That I Could Tell (2018)  
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HARNESSED LIGHTNING by Diana Biller (St. Martin’s Griffin, October 2019) 
Comp: Fiona Davis 

It’s 1875, and Alva Webster returns to New York to make a fresh start restoring Liefdehuis, a dilapidated Hyde 
Park mansion, and hopefully her reputation at the same time. Soon, though, stories of hauntings at Liefdehuis 
reach her, and an eccentric and brilliant professor, Samuel Moore, is begging her to let him investigate her 
ghost. Alva doesn’t need any more complications in her life—especially not a handsome, convention-flouting, 
scandal-raising one like Sam, but though she is loath to admit it, he might be the only one who can help. 
Together, the two delve into the tragic secrets wreathing Alva’s new home while Sam attempts to unlock 
Alva’s history—and her heart. With a darkly Victorian Gothic flair and an intrepid and resilient heroine, this 
gorgeous debut is sure to delight readers. 

Praise: “Take a Joanna Shupe Gilded Age romance, stir in a Simone St. James ghost story, add a pinch 

of Julia Quinn banter, and, voila! Sheer fun with a satisfying emotional conclusion.”—Lauren Willig, 
New York Times bestselling author of The English Wife 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 320 
 

DAUGHTER OF MOLOKA’I by Alan Brennert (St. Martin’s Press, February 2019) 
Comp: Before We Were Yours by Lisa Wingate 

This is the highly anticipated sequel to Alan Brennert’s acclaimed book club favorite and 
national bestseller, Moloka’i, which has sold over 550,000 copies. Daughter of Moloka’i 
tells the story of Ruth, the daughter that Rachel Kalama—quarantined for most of her life 
at the isolated leprosy settlement of Kalaupapa—was forced to give up at birth. It follows 
young Ruth from her arrival at the Kapi’olani Home for Girls in Honolulu, to her adoption 
by a Japanese couple who raise her on a farm in California, and her marriage and unjust 
internment at Manzanar Relocation Camp during World War II—and then, after the war, to the life-altering 
day when she receives a letter from a woman who says she is Ruth’s birth mother, Rachel. Told in Brennert’s 
vivid, evocative prose, conjuring up the beauty and history of both Hawaiian and Japanese cultures, this is the 
powerful and poignant tale of two women—different in some ways, similar in others—who never expected to 
meet, much less come to love one another.  

Praise: “Compellingly original...Brennert’s compassion makes Rachel a memorable character, and his 
smooth storytelling vividly brings early twentieth-century Hawai’i to life.”—Publishers Weekly (starred 

review) on Moloka’i 

Foreign sales: Serbia/Vulkan 
Previous title’s foreign sales: France/Editions Leduc (sold via the agent), Serbia/Vulkan, 
Turkey/Marti (sold via the agent) 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 304 

Also available: Moloka’i (2003)   
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MONTAUK by Nicola Harrison (St. Martin’s Press, May 2019) 
Comp: Beatriz Williams 

Montauk opens in the summer of 1938 when all of high society is talking about a new 
summer vacation spot far out on the tip of Long Island. For three months, Montauk, a 
humble fishing village, will serve as the playground for New York City’s wealthy elite. For 
Beatrice Bordeaux, a college-educated farm girl from rural Pennsylvania, her focus is 
reconnecting with her banker husband Harry. Instead, she’ll be spending twelve weeks 
sequestered with other high society wives at The Montauk Manor—a two hundred room 

seaside hotel—while her husband dallies in his “extra-curricular activities.” As Bea drifts further from the 
Manhattanites and towards Montauk’s natural beauty and community spirit, she finds herself drawn to a man 
nothing like her husband. Finally able to feel her original self emerging, Bea is alive once again. But those 
moments may be fleeting as fate conspires to tear her whole world apart. 

Praise: “Nicola Harrison offers a rich and decadent peek into the glamorous—and not so glamorous—
lives of pre-war Manhattan society.  Beautifully written with an expert eye for historical detail, Montauk 

is both love story and social commentary, but at its heart it’s the thought-provoking story of a woman 

with the courage to find her voice and inner strength. Heartbreaking and heartwarming, Montauk is a 
lovely book, meant to be savored.”—Karen White, New York Times bestselling author 

Material: manuscript  
Page count: 400 

UK/COMMONWEALTH RIGHTS ONLY (All other rights are with Levine Greenberg Rostan Agency) 
 

KEEPING LUCY by T. Greenwood (St. Martin’s Press, August 2019) 
Comp: The Memory Keeper’s Daughter by Kim Edwards 

From the author of Rust & Stardust comes this heartbreaking story, inspired by true events, of how far one 
mother will go to protect her daughter. It is 1969, and when Ginny Richardson’s daughter, Lucy, is born with 
Down Syndrome, she is sent away to Willowridge, a special school for the “feeble-minded.” Ginny’s husband 
tries to convince her it is for the best and that they should try to move on. But two years later, when Ginny’s 
best friend, Marsha, shows her a series of articles exposing Willowridge as a hell-on-earth—its squalid 
hallways filled with neglected children—Ginny knows she can’t leave her daughter there. With Ginny’s six-
year-old son in tow, Ginny and Marsha drive to the school to see Lucy for themselves. What they find sets 
their course on a heart-racing journey across state lines as Ginny must test her own strength and fight for the 
right to keep her daughter. 

Praise: “A beautifully written, unnerving tragedy woven from equal measures of hope and menace.”—
Booklist (starred review) on Rust & Stardust  

Previous title’s foreign sales: Czech Republic/Dobrovský, Netherlands/De Fontein 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 320 
 
Also available: Rust & Stardust (2018)  
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THE WARTIME SISTERS by Lynda Cohen Loigman (St. Martin’s Press, January 
2019)   

Comp: Lilac Girls by Martha Hall Kelly 

Two estranged sisters, raised in Brooklyn and each burdened with her own shocking secret, 
are reunited at the Springfield, Massachusetts Armory in the early days of WWII. While one 
sister lives in relative ease on the bucolic armory campus as an officer’s wife, the other 
arrives as a war widow and takes a position in the armory factories as a “soldier of 
production.” Resentment festers between the two, and secrets are shattered when a 
mysterious figure from the past reemerges in their lives. 

Praise: “Complex and intricately woven, The Wartime Sisters is truly everything I love in a novel. 
Beautifully written, rich in historical detail, and anchored by two strong women who must reconcile 
their past—and their secrets—in order to survive. Loigman is a master storyteller and this novel had 

me from its very first page.”—Alyson Richman, international bestselling author of The Lost Wife and 

The Velvet Hours 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 304 

Also available: The Two-Family House (2016)   

UK/COMMONWEALTH RIGHTS ONLY (All other rights are with Marly Rusoff and 
Associates) 
 

BETHLEHEM by Karen Kelly (St. Martin’s Press, July 2019) 
Comp: Paula McLain 

With the writing chops of Ian McEwan and the storytelling of Lisa Wingate, this “haunting debut” is about 
two intertwined families and the secrets they’ve kept buried during the steel boom in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. 
When a young woman arrives at her mother-in-law’s intimidating but glorious gilded home, with her husband 
about to assume leadership of the family steel business, what greets her is not the happy household she expects. 
Instead, hallways hold whispered secrets, and allusions to tragedy haunt her and speak to a past she had no 
idea existed. Told in alternating time frames—1962 and the 1920s, when the true titans of Bethlehem Steel got 
their start—this is the story of what happens “when youthful joys fade and heartache takes hold...It is about 
how far mothers will go to protect their families, and how far wives can be pressed before they push back.” 

Praise: “Bethlehem has stories to tell, and even those stories carefully hidden generations ago eventually 

resurface. Mystery, first love, and long-held secrets fold together in this atmospheric tale of a family 
coming to a long overdue reckoning…and finding a way to rise from the aftermath.”—Lisa Wingate, 
New York Times bestselling author of Before We Were Yours 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 304 

UK/COMMONWEALTH RIGHTS ONLY (All other rights are with Trident Media) 
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HANDLE WITH CARE by Helena Hunting (St. Martin’s Mass Market, September 2019) 
The next book set in the world of USA Today bestsellers Shacking Up and I Flipping Love You! When Lincoln 
Moorehead’s father suddenly passes away, he reluctantly returns home to New York City to inherit the family 
business—much to the chagrin of his younger brother, Armstrong, who’s recently found himself in some hot 
water. Wren Sterling is just looking for some quick money and social connections to get her charity off the 
ground, so when Gwendolyn Moorehead offers her both if she’ll manage her sons’ public images, she quickly 
accepts. Lincoln and Wren butt heads in the beginning, but soon their relationship progresses from professional 
to physical. But both of their families are guarding secrets, and if Wren can’t keep Lincoln from digging into 
his father’s past exploits, her own family could be exposed to scandal. 

Praise: “Hunting is quickly making her way as one of the top voices in romance!”—RT Book Reviews, 4 
½ stars and a Top Pick! on I Flipping Love You 

Previous title’s foreign sales: Germany/Lyx, Hungary/Maxim 

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 300 

Also available: I Flipping Love You (2018) 
 

JACKSON by Emily March (St. Martin’s Mass Market, July 2019)   
From the New York Times bestselling author of the long-running Eternity Springs series, this is the first in a 
brand new arc in that world set in Texas. Country music songwriter Jackson McBride believes he’s living one 
of his own sorrowful ballads after his ex-wife wins sole custody of their young daughter. The recent inheritance 
of canyon land deep in the Texas Hill Country provides a welcome retreat to nurse his broken heart. Caroline 
Carruthers is nursing wounds of her own. On weekends, she flees to beautiful Enchanted Canyon looking for 
peace after the death of her husband. When she meets the whiskey-voiced songwriter, she never guesses that 
their new friendship will one day offer them both a second chance at their most cherished dreams. 

Praise: “Sweet, insightful, and hilarious, this latest addition to March’s highly successful community 

series is as touching and thought-provoking as it is pure fun.”—Library Journal on A Stardance Summer 

Material: manuscript due January 2019 
Page count: 336 
 

GETTING HOT WITH THE SCOT by Melonie Johnson (St. Martin’s Mass Market, 
May 2019)   
The first of three fun and flirty contemporary romances publishing back-to-back-to-back. 
Cassie Crow leaves for vacation determined to have fun instead of obsessively checking her 
work email. And kissing a man in a castle who’s dressed as a Scottish Highlander is the 
perfect solution. Except when that man turns out to be Logan Reid, the host of a popular 
sketch show—and Cassie has just been roped into his latest prank. She wants nothing to do 
with his antics, but it was a really great kiss and one night together couldn’t hurt, right? Can 
the woman who’s focused solely on her career and the man who refuses to take life seriously 

make it work? 

Praise: “Playful, passionate, and positively un-putdownable! Getting Hot with the Scot is a wild romp, a 

ton of fun, and a new addition to my favorites shelf!”—Christina Lauren, New York Times bestselling 
author  

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 368 

The Sometimes in Love series will continue with Smitten by the Brit and Dared by the Bad Boy in June 

and July 2019!  
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A HIGHLANDER WALKS INTO A BAR by Laura Trentham (St. Martin’s Mass Market, August 2019)  
In this first in a new contemporary series, Laura is taking her trademark small town sass and adding a dash of 
Scots, setting the books in fictional Highland, Georgia, known for its annual Highland festival complete with 
kilts, southern food, and of course sexy highlanders! Every year, Isabel Buchanan and her mother host the 
Highland Games festival on the family estate, Stonehaven. But this year, her mother keeps getting distracted—
ever since she returned from a two-week trip to Scotland with a six-foot tall, very handsome souvenir. Alasdair 
Blackmoor has been tasked with rounding up his wayward uncle, Gareth, and returning him to his duties as 
ninth Earl of Cairndow. But in Georgia, Alasdair feels like he’s stepped into another world, and the fiery, funny 
Isabel fascinates him. As the festival approaches, Alasdair carves himself a place in Highland, but it’s the 
woman at the center of it that feels like home. But when the two Scots’ lies about their true identities are 
revealed, they’ll have to use all of their charm to win back the Southern women who have ensnared their hearts. 

Praise: “Hot and sweet…Fans of Kristan Higgins and Susan Mallery will love the immersive world that 
Trentham has created.”—Booklist on When the Stars Come Out 

Previous series’ foreign sales: Bulgaria/Hermes 

Material: manuscript due January 2019 
Page count: 336 
 

HIGHLAND CROWN by May McGoldrick (St. Martin’s Mass Market, April 2019)   
Three-time RITA® finalists, writing duo Jim and Nikoo McGoldrick have won numerous 
awards for their historical romances under the name May McGoldrick. Now, St. Martin’s 
Press is pleased to publish a new series from the pair filled with Scottish pride, persuasion, 
and passion—this is Highland romance at its breathtaking best. Inverness, 1820. Perched on 
the North Sea, this port town—by turns legendary and mythological—is a place where 
Highland rebels and English authorities clash in a mortal struggle for survival and 
dominance. Into this dynamic setting comes a woman from the shadows and a man who 
pursues her. Cast from his home as a child, Cinaed is a fierce soul whose allegiance is only 
to himself…until Isabella saved his life—and added more risk to her own. Now, the only way Cinaed can keep 
her safe to seek refuge at Dalmigavie Castle, the Mackintosh family seat. But when the scandalous truth of his 
past comes out, any chance of Cinaed having a bright future with Isabella is thrown into complete darkness.  

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 336 
 

THE EARL NEXT DOOR by Amelia Grey (St. Martin’s Mass Market, June 2019) 
This is the first in a new Regency series from bestseller Amelia Grey featuring three independent young 
widows refusing to settle down. After the death of her husband, Adeline, Dowager Countess of Wake, has no 
need or desire to marry again. With the help of two widowed friends, Adeline starts a school for disadvantaged 
girls and rebuilds her life. Until she meets the dashing future Earl of Marksworth. Lyon will one day be the 
Earl of Marksworth, but he will not be like his father. Lyon wants passion, enjoyment and fulfillment from a 
wife. When he meets Adeline, Lyon believes he has found his match. But Adeline is only willing to be his 
lover—exactly what he doesn’t want. 

Praise: “Sparks arc between perfectly matched protagonists as they fight their feelings and each other 
in a sexy, spirited story that will not disappoint.”—Library Journal on To the Duke, With Love 

Previous series’ foreign sales: Norway/Vigmostad & Bjørke, Russia/AST 

Material: manuscript due December 
Page count: 448 
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HOW TO LOVE A DUKE IN TEN DAYS by Kerrigan Byrne (St. Martin’s Mass Market, September 
2019) 
Kerrigan Byrne’s debut historical romance series, the Victorian Rebels, garnered universal acclaim with every 
one of the six books receiving a starred Publishers Weekly review among other starred trade reviews and award 
recognitions; the last book The Duke with the Dragon Tattoo made Byrne a USA Today bestseller.  Now, she 
returns with a new Victorian historical trilogy featuring three young women who meet at a boarding school for 
wealthy young heiresses and bond over their dreams of higher education and a shared physical trait: red hair. 
When one of the girls is attacked by a teacher at the school, the Red Rogues work together to dispatch him and 
take an oath to never become the property of any man. But their fervent promise to remain unmarried 
bluestockings is hopelessly doomed by three extraordinary men. 

Praise: “From the novel’s incisively etched characters, including an über-alpha hero with secrets to 

spare, to the bone-melting sensuality that characterizes the hero and heroine’s romantic relationship, 
everything about this deliciously dark and dangerous historical romance is done to perfection.”—
Booklist (starred review) on The Duke with the Dragon Tattoo 

Previous series’ foreign sales: Germany/Lyx (three-book deal), France/J’ai Lu (four-book deal), 
Japan/Futami Shobo (two-book deal), Romania/Litera (five-book deal), Russia/AST (four-book deal), 
Slovenia/Ucila, Turkey/Penguen Kitap (two-book deal) 

Material: manuscript due December 
Page count: to come 
 

NO OTHER DUKE BUT YOU by Valerie Bowman (St. Martin’s Mass Market, May 2019) 
In the next in the beloved Playful Brides series, Lady Delilah Montebank has her marital sights set on the Duke 
of Harlow and a plan to win him over with a love potion. Delilah can’t imagine there’s actual truth to the 
magic, but some liquid luck couldn’t hurt. Lord Thomas Hobbs, Duke of Huntley, thinks his best friend 
Delilah’s quest to become a Duchess is ridiculous.  And now she’s got the notion that a love potion might help 
her. He knows the concoction can’t possibly win over the Duke of Harlow. Because she might have 
accidentally given it to him instead. Delilah can’t believe she gave the potion to the wrong duke—but perhaps 
the right Duke was in front of her all along. 

Praise: “Readers are sure to be enthralled by the power of the chemistry between two strong-willed 
characters whose clash of wills explodes in heated love scenes. The novel is enhanced with intricate 

plotting of a murder mystery, intriguing flashbacks and witty dialogue that fuels the battle of wills.”—
RT Book Reviews, Top Pick, on A Duke Like No Other 

Previous titles’ foreign sales: Czech Republic/Euromedia, Germany/Lübbe, Japan/Futami Shobo, 
Netherlands/De Vrijbuiter|Audax, Norway/ Vigmostad & Bjørke, Portugal/20|20 Editora, Romania/Litera, 
Russia/AST, Slovakia/Ikar 

Material: manuscript due November 
 Page count: 352 

Also available: The Unexpected Duchess (2014), The Accidental Countess 
(2014), The Unlikely Lady (2015), The Irresistible Rogue (2015), The 

Untamed Earl (2016), The Legendary Lord (2016), Never Trust a Pirate 

(2017), The Right Kind of Rogue (2017), A Duke Like No Other (2018), 
Kiss Me at Christmas (2018) 
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ROGUE MOST WANTED by Janna MacGregor (St. Martin’s Mass Market, July 2019) 
Janna MacGregor burst on the historical romance scene with The Bad Luck Bride, one of Booklist’s Best 
Romance Debuts of 2017, and continues that momentum with this fifth Cavensham Heiresses novel! Miss 
Theodora Worth needs to marry fast in order to keep her family land.  But as a woman raised in isolation, she’s 
never tried to woo a man before.  She’ll need a little matchmaking help from her sprightly next-door neighbor. 
Lord William Cavensham vowed to never love again after his heart was broken.  But his spirited Great Aunt 
Stella has demanded he marry, or he’ll not inherit from her.  And she’s got just the woman in mind—her next-
door neighbor, Thea. Thea and Will agree there’s no sense in truly marrying each other.  But they agree to fake 
an engagement as Will helps Thea find a husband.  But soon Will believes Thea might be the one to mend his 
broken heart.  And Will may be the rogue Thea wants the most after all. 

Praise: “Brimming with family, hope, and tender sensuality, this shrewdly plotted, gently paced 

romance is especially satisfying.”—Library Journal on The Luck of the Bride 

Previous titles’ foreign sales: Czech Republic/Euromedia (two-book deal), Japan/Hara Shobo (two-book 
deal), Russia/Family Leisure Club, Slovakia/Ikar (two-book deal) 

Material: manuscript due December 
Page count: 368 

Also available: The Bad Luck Bride (2017), The Bride Who Got Lucky 
(2017), The Luck of the Bride (2018), The Good, the Bad, and the Duke 
(2018) 

 

THE DUKE IS BUT A DREAM by Anna Bennett (St. Martin’s Mass Market, August 2019)   
From the author of the Regency-set Wayward Wallflowers trilogy, this is the second in the sensational, 
historical Debutante Diaries series. Miss Lily Hartley is mastermind behind society’s obsession: the 
Debutante’s Revenge, an advice column to young ladies. She dresses as a boy to deliver her columns to the 
newspaper—until a near accident leaves her injured in the streets. Eric Knight, Duke of Ravenport, runs to 
save a lad from a street accident—only to realize the lad is a woman.  A woman who, in the accident, has 
forgotten her name.  He insists Lily stay at his estate  until he finds her family—but he’s quickly falling in love 
with her. Lily knows her name, but she can’t tell the Duke she’s the writer behind the column. So she’ll fake 
her memory loss until she can figure out a plan. But love has other ideas. 

Praise: “Fans of Regency romance authors Eloisa James, Tessa Dare, and Mary Jo Putney will go wild 
for the final installment of Bennett’s Wayward Wallflowers trilogy.”—Booklist (starred review) on The 

Rogue is Back in Town 

Previous series’ foreign sales: Japan/Hara Shobo 

Material: manuscript due February 2019 
Page count: 365 

Also available: First Earl I See Tonight (2018) 
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DARK SITE by Patrick Lee (Minotaur Books, May 2019) 

Comp: Lee Child 

On an otherwise normal morning, former Special Forces operative Sam Dryden is the target of an unsuccessful 
attempted abduction. Using his attacker’s cellphone, he learns that a woman named Danica Ellis is also being 
targeted and is able to save her from the assault team sent after her. But neither of them know the other or have 
any idea why they are being targeted. The only clue is a heavily redacted, official-looking document given to 
Danica by her stepfather before he was killed. Dryden immediately recognizes it as a ‘scrub file’—a record of 
what a subject knew before their memories were chemically destroyed. The redacted document refers to 
witnesses to a secret military site in Ashland, Nebraska in 1989. Both Dryden and Danica Ellis lived in Ashland 
in 1989, when they were both twelve years old, though neither of them has any memory of the other.  Switching 
back and forth between the present day, when Dryden and Danica try to elude the forces that are after them, 
and the past in Ashland, Nebraska, when both make a discovery that forever changes their lives, this latest Sam 
Dryden thriller proves yet again that Patrick Lee is one of the most original, compelling thriller writers today. 

Praise: “Lee’s thriller featuring a loner hero compares to Lee Child’s Jack Reacher series but with the 
added kick of technology. Readers will wait with bated breath for the next Dryden adventure.”—Library 

Journal (starred review) on Signal 

Previous titles’ foreign sales: Brazil/Universo dos Livros, Bulgaria/Bard, Croatia/Znanje, Czech 
Republic/Vysehrad, France/Albin Michel (two-book deal), Germany/Rowohlt, Hungary/Gabo, 
Israel/Modan, Italy/Sperling (two-book deal), Japan/Shogakukan (two-book deal), Netherlands/De Boekerij 
(two-book deal), Norway/Cappelen Damm, Poland/Czarna Owca, Russia/AST, Serbia/Evro Giunti, 
Slovakia/Slovensky Spisovatel, Thailand/WeLearn, Turkey/Dogan Kitap, 
UK/Penguin (two-book deal) 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 336 

Also available: Runner (2014), Signal (2015) 
 

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT by David Bruns and J. R. Olson (St. Martin’s Press, June 

2019) 

Comp: Brad Taylor 

Exiled terrorist Rafiq Roshed, currently in the service of North Korea, develops and 
unleashes a plan to exploit the tensions in the Pacific Rim between China, Japan, and the 
American Navy in order to start a shooting war. His weapon is a computer virus that takes 
over the military computers and “learns”—launching a series of attacks that forces the 
opposing force to respond and escalate. The virus first takes over the Chinese military 

computers, forcing the Chinese war machine to launch a series of attacks on the U.S. Pacific forces. Meanwhile, 
the CIA’s cyber analysts learn that the same virus has infected the network of the Pacific Fleet. As the war 
turns hot and casualties mount, there’s only one way to stop a rapid escalation into World War III—a trio of 
young but supremely gifted midshipmen from the U.S. Naval Academy who must track down the program at 
its source and guide a special operations team to the base of the terrorist controlling it all. 

Praise: “A captivating and utterly authentic portrayal of modern day combat that compares with the 

best of the timeless classics by Tom Clancy, Dale Brown, and Stephen Coonts. For fans of political and 
military thrillers, this one must not be missed!”—Mark Greaney, #1 New York Times bestselling author 
of Mission Critical 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 336  
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THE BITTERROOTS by C. J. Box (Minotaur Books, August 2019) 

Comp: Michael Connelly 

In the first in a new story arc, former police officer Cassie Dewell is trying to start over with her own private 
investigation firm. Feeling guilty about not seeing her son and exhausted by the nights on stakeout, Cassie is 
nonetheless managing...until an old friend calls in a favor: she wants Cassie to help exonerate a man accused 
of assaulting a young girl from an influential family. Against her own better judgment, Cassie agrees. But out 
in the Big Sky Country of Montana, twisted family loyalty runs as deep as the ties to the land, and there’s 
always something more to the story. As Cassie attempts to uncover the truth, she must fight against the ghosts 
of her own past that threaten to pull her back under. 

Praise: “Excellent…The intrepid, appealing Cassie relies on her keen investigative instincts to hone in 
on Pergram in this top-notch thriller.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) on Paradise Valley 

Foreign sales: UK/Head of Zeus (two-book deal) 
Previous title’s foreign sales: Germany/Weltbild, UK/Head of Zeus (two-book deal) 

Material: manuscript due December 
Page count: 352 

Also available: Paradise Valley (2017) 

SMP controls all rights EXCLUDING FRANCE AND POLAND (French and Polish rights 
with Ann Rittenberg Agency) 
 

BLINDSPOT by Brenda Novak (St. Martin’s Mass Market, September 2019) 

Comp: Sandra Brown and Allison Brennan 

With Jasper Moore, the boy who attacked her when she was only sixteen, finally caught and in prison, Dr. 
Evelyn Talbot, founder and head psychiatrist at Hanover House in remote Alaska, believes she can finally stop 
looking over her shoulder. She’s safe, happier than she’s ever been and expecting her first child. She’s also 
planning to marry Amarok, her Alaska State Trooper boyfriend and the town’s only police presence. But before 
the wedding can take place, a psychopath from the much more recent past comes out of nowhere and kidnaps 
her in broad daylight. Instead of planning her wedding, Evelyn finds herself doing everything she can to 
survive, save her baby, and devise some way to escape—while Amarok races the clock to find her before it’s 
too late.  

Praise: “Three-dimensional characters, insightful psychological detail, and descriptions so vivid that the 
bleak cold of an Alaska winter practically seeps from the pages combine in a page-turner that is more 

suspense than romance but is sure to appeal across the board. The perfect chilling tale for a hot 
summer’s day.”—Library Journal on Face Off 

Foreign sales: UK/Headline (four-book deal) 
Previous titles’ foreign sales: Czech Republic/Dobrovský, Germany/Aufbau (two-book deal), Italy/Giunti, 
Japan/Futami Shobo, Russia/Eksmo 

Material: manuscript due December 
Page count: to come 

Also available: Her Darkest Nightmare (2016), Hello Again (2017), Face 

Off (2018) 
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SHAMED by Linda Castillo (Minotaur Books, July 2019) 

Comp: Laura Lippman 

After an Amish grandmother is murdered on an abandoned farm and her seven year old granddaughter 
abducted, Chief of Police Kate Burkholder plunges headlong into a case that quickly becomes a race against 
the clock. She knows the longer the girl is missing, the more likely a tragic outcome. At first, the community 
and family seem upstanding and helpful.  But when Kate starts asking questions, they stonewall her—and the 
situation soon becomes dangerous.  What are they hiding and why? After an attempt on her life, Kate unearths 
a haunting and tragic secret that changes everything she thought she knew about the family for whom she is 
fighting, the Amish community as a whole—and everything she thought she knew about herself.  Will she 
reach the girl in time to save her life? 

Praise: “An atmospheric thriller about fear, revenge, and the dark side of Amish life...Linda Castillo is 

a true master of suspenseful police procedurals.”—Bustle on A Gathering of Secrets 

Foreign sales: Germany/Fischer, Italy/Piemme 
Previous titles’ foreign sales: Brazil/Novo Seculo, Czech Republic/Moba, Denmark/Hr. Ferdinand, 
Germany/Fischer, Hungary/General Press, Italy/Piemme 

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 320 

Also available: Sworn to Silence (2009), Pray for Silence (2010), 
Breaking Silence (2011), Gone Missing (2012), Her Last Breath (2013), 

The Dead Will Tell (2014), After the Storm (2015), Among the Wicked 

(2016), Down a Dark Road (2017), A Gathering of Secrets (2018) 

 

NO MERCY by Joanna Schaffhausen (Minotaur Books, January 2019) 

Comp: The Woman in the Window by A. J. Finn 

In this heart-pounding follow-up to the award-winning The Vanishing Season, police officer 
Ellery Hathaway is on involuntary leave from her job because she shot a murderer in cold 
blood and refuses to apologize for it. Forced into group therapy for victims of violent crime, 
Ellery immediately finds higher priorities than “getting in touch with her feelings.” For one, 
Ellery finds herself in the desperate clutches of a woman who survived a brutal rape. He is 
still out there, and his victim beseeches Ellery for help in capturing her attacker. Ignoring all 

the warnings, Ellery starts digging around in everyone’s past but her own—a move that, at best, could put her 
out of work permanently, and at worst, could put her in the city morgue. 

Praise: “Schaffhausen’s debut is a fantastic, convoluted thriller that will have her audience on the edge 
of their seats...The storytelling is exceptional and the dialogue is powerful. This chilling tale will have 
readers guessing till the end!”—RT Book Reviews, Top Pick, on The Vanishing Season 

Foreign sales: Czech Republic/Metafora, UK/Titan 
Previous title’s foreign sales: Czech Republic/Metafora, Germany/DTV, UK/Titan 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 320 

Also available: The Vanishing Season (2017)  
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THE STORIES YOU TELL by Kristen Lepionka (Minotaur Books, July 2019) 

Comp: Pretty Girls by Karin Slaughter 

In this third installment in the Shamus Award winning and Anthony and Macavity Award-nominated Roxane 
Weary series, Roxane’s case hits close to home when her brother is implicated in the disappearance of a young 
woman. A late-night phone call is never good news, especially when you’re Roxane Weary. This one is from 
her brother Andrew whose evening was interrupted by a visit from Addison, a hip young DJ he knows from 
the hotel bar where he works. She was drunk, bloody, and hysterical, but she wouldn’t say what was wrong. 
After using his phone, she left as quickly as she appeared, and Andrew is worried. But another late-night call 
occurs as well: Addison’s father calls the police after getting a panicked voicemail from his daughter. The only 
thing he could understand is the address she gave in the message—Andrew’s. Before long, the police are asking 
Andrew why there’s blood in his apartment and what he did to Addison. Meanwhile, another cop is found dead 
on the opposite side of town, leading to a swirl of questions surrounding a dance club whose staff—which 
includes Addison—has suddenly gone AWOL. 

Praise: “Lepionka is setting a high standard for crime fiction with the complex Roxane Weary at its 
heart.”—Booklist (starred review) on What You Want to See 

Foreign sales: UK/Faber & Faber (two-book deal)  
Previous titles’ foreign sales: Czech Republic/Dobrovský, Germany/Goldmann 
(two-book deal), UK/Faber & Faber (two-book deal) 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 320 

Also available: The Last Place You Look (2017), What You Want to See (2018) 
  

LOST LAKE by Emily Littlejohn (Minotaur Books, November 2018)   

Comp: Julia Keller 

Love This is the next enthralling, atmospheric novel in the Gemma Monroe mystery series. 
On a bright Saturday in early spring, Detective Gemma Monroe responds to a missing 
person call at Lost Lake near the small town of Cedar Valley, Colorado. With its sapphire 
waters and abundance of wildflowers, the lake is a popular camping destination in the 
summer. But for now, ice still grips the lake and snow buries the flowers. When Gemma 
arrives at the shore, she meets three friends who have been camping there: the fourth of 
their group, Sari Chesney, has disappeared during the night without a trace. Sari is an assistant curator at the 
local museum, which is set to host a gala that night—a project she’s worked on for months and would never 
intentionally miss. As Gemma begins to understand the complex dynamics of the supposedly close-knit 
friendship group, she realizes that more than one person is lying to her—and that the beautiful, still waters of 
Lost Lake may hide more terrible secrets. 

Praise: “Gripping…lyrical prose, a well-paced plot, and intriguing characters make this entry a 
winner.”—Publishers Weekly 

Previous titles’ foreign sales: Germany/Aufbau (two-book deal) 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 320 

Also available: Inherit the Bones (2016), A Season to Lie (2017)  
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A QUIVER FULL OF BONES by Paula Munier (Minotaur Books, Fall 2019) 

Comp: Alex Kava 

Former Army MP Mercy Carr and retired bomb-sniffing dog Elvis are back in the page-turning sequel to the 
acclaimed A Borrowing of Bones. It’s October—hunting season in the Green Mountains—and the Vermont 
wilderness has never been more beautiful or more dangerous. Especially for ten-year-old Henry, who’s lost in 
the woods. Again. Only this time he sees something terrible. When a young woman is found shot through the 
heart with a fatal arrow, Mercy thinks what he has seen is murder. But Henry, a math genius whose autism 
often silences him when he should speak up most, is not talking. Now there’s a murderer hiding among the 
hunters in the forest—and Mercy and Elvis must team up with their crime-solving pals, game warden Troy 
Warner and search-and-rescue dog Susie Bear, to find the killer—before the killer finds Henry. When an early 
season blizzard hits the mountains, cutting them off from the rest of the world, the race is on to solve the crime, 
apprehend the murderer, and keep the boy safe until the snow plows get through. Inspired by the true search-
and-rescue case of an autistic boy who got lost in the Vermont wilderness, A Quiver Full of Bones is a 
compelling roller-coaster of a ride through the worst of winter—and human nature. 

Praise: “The believable dogs, the touches of humor, the independent, determined Mercy, and well-
crafted characters will bring readers back.”—Library Journal (starred review and debut of 

the month) on A Borrowing of Bones 

Material: manuscript due January 2019 
Page count: 304 

Also available: A Borrowing of Bones (2018) 

 

THE SCENT OF MURDER by Kylie Logan (Minotaur Books, May 2019) 

Comp: David Rosenfelt 

From the bestselling author of several amateur-sleuth series, this is the first in a new series 
featuring a woman who trains cadaver dogs. The way Jazz Ramsey figures it, life is pretty 
good.  She’s thirty-five years old and owns her own home in one of Cleveland’s most diverse, 
artsy, and interesting neighborhoods.  She has a job she likes and a volunteer interest she’s 
passionate about—Jazz is a cadaver dog handler. When working with Luther, a cadaver dog 
in training, at an abandoned building that will soon be turned into pricey condos, Luther 

signals a find, and Jazz is stunned to find the body of a young woman. She’s even more shocked when she 
realizes that beneath the tattoos, the piercings, and the pale make-up of the dead woman is a familiar face. The 
murdered woman is an old student, and the lead detective on the case is an old lover. Soon, Jazz finds herself 
sucked into the mystery, obsessed with learning the truth. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 320 
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THE RIGHT SORT OF MAN by Allison Montclair (Minotaur Books, June 2019) 

Comp: Susan Elia MacNeal and Jacqueline Winspear 

London, 1946. In a city still recovering from the recent world war, two very different women join forces to 
launch a business venture in the heart of Mayfair—The Right Sort Marriage Bureau. Miss Iris Sparks, 
avuncular and unmarried, and Mrs. Gwendolyn Bainbridge, practical and widowed with a young son, are 
determined to achieve some independence and do some good in a rapidly changing world. But the promising 
start to their marriage bureau is threatened when their newest client, Tillie La Salle, is found murdered, and 
the man arrested for the crime is one Dickie Trower, the prospective husband they matched her with. While 
the police are convinced they have their man, Miss Sparks and Mrs. Bainbridge are not. To clear Trower’s 
name—and to rescue their fledging operation’s reputation—Sparks and Bainbridge decide to investigate on 
their own, using the skills and contacts they’ve each acquired through life and their individual adventures 
during the recent war. In this charming, compelling debut, Allison Montclair blends meticulous research with 
two brilliantly imagined main characters into the first in a wonderful new series. 

Praise: “A delightful immersion in the period and personalities, with that touch of depth that transforms 
a good series to a great one.”—Laurie R. King, New York Times bestselling author of The Beekeeper’s 

Apprentice and A Monstrous Regiment of Women 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 288 
 

WHITE PEAK by Ronan Frost (St. Martin’s Press, April 2019) 
Comp: Matthew Reilly and James Rollins 

Greg Rask, a dying tech billionaire, has invested millions chasing miracle cures. Now, he’s 
gathering a team willing to go to the ends of the earth chasing life. Each of Rask’s crew has 
beaten incredible odds to rise from the ashes of their old lives to where they are now. 
Together, their next task is to retrieve a painting that is believed to hide a map which, if 
genuine, marks the lost city of Shambhala. But a mystical brotherhood sworn to protect the 
secrets of the ancients—the same secrets that allow its members to defy death—will stop at 
nothing to ensure that Rask’s crew fail. In an adrenalin-pumping quest through some of the most savage terrains 
known to man, the crew will be pushed to the limits of endurance and beyond.  

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 320 
 

SABBATH by Nick Mamatas (Tor Books, November 2019) 

Comp: Highlander meets Seven 

A supernatural thriller from Bram Stoker Award-winning author Nick Mamatas, Sabbath tells the action-
packed story of the infamous eleventh-century warrior Hexen Sabbath who is plucked from death and certain 
damnation by a being claiming to be an angel of the Lord and finds himself dropped into contemporary 
Manhattan with no clothes, no weapons, no resources, and one mission—to track down and kill the living 
personifications of the Seven Deadly Sins before they bring about Armageddon. With time running out and 
his only ally a destitute art gallery owner, Sabbath must fight his way through New York’s elite and challenge 
the world’s most powerful man, or an eternity of suffering will be his, and our, only reward. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 320 
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THE DARK ABOVE by Jeremy Finley (St. Martin’s Press, July 2019) 
Comp: X-Files and Stranger Things 

For most of his life, William Chance has been the living proof that his grandmother and her fellow researchers 
into missing people were right all along about the terror from the stars. Now, he is avoiding the limelight and 
hiding out from everyone, including his family. He can avoid everything except for the nightmares: fires, 
storms, disease and violence—he dreams of it all. When he is suddenly exposed, he finds that the media, 
government operatives, and renegade true believers are all desperate to find him, but he has another mission. 
Joined by a girl with terrifying abilities, he begins a desperate journey across the United States to find the 
others who share his dreams in order to stop what could be the final days of the world. Jeremy Finley’s debut 
The Darkest Time of Night was called “outstanding” in a starred review from Publishers Weekly and was a 
June 2018 SIBA Okra Selection. Now, he continues the story of Lynn and William, fifteen years later, in a 
new fast-paced thriller full of suspense and government cover-ups that is perfect for thriller and supernatural 
fans alike. 

Praise: “The Darkest Time of Night will keep you turning pages...If this sounds like a cross between The 

X-Files, The OA, Stranger Things, and Mr. Robot, that’s because it is...[A] hugely satisfying, while still 
mystifying, suspense novel.”—NPR 

Previous title’s foreign sales: Czech Republic/Dobrovský, Slovakia/Ikar 

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 336 
 
Also available: The Darkest Time of Night (2017)  
 

THE CHRYSALIS by Brendan Deneen (Tor Books, September 2018) 

Comp: No One Gets Out Alive by Adam Nevill 

In this spine-tingling, sardonic novel of suburban life gone very, very wrong, when barely-
employed Millennials Tom and Jenny Decker luck into an amazingly affordable house in the 
New Jersey suburbs, Jenny doesn’t know there’s something hidden in the basement. Tom 
does, and it soon has him in thrall. The thing scrambles his senses and heightens his emotions, 
making him feel like a Master of the Universe. But every upswing has its peak, and after that, 
comes the fall. Tom’s is going to be hard and fast. Combining chills, thrills, and a literal 

monster in the basement with commentary on love, marriage, and parenthood, The Chrysalis will entertain 
and frighten Millennials and Baby Boomers alike. No one ever really wants to grow up…but sometimes 
behaving like an adult is the only way to survive. 

Film rights are in development! 

Praise: “Deneen’s haunted house novel is riddled with creeping terror and the relatable growing pains 

of early adulthood…gives readers a horrifying peek at the darkness beneath the suburban veil with a 
macabre story that will thrill horror fans.”––Publishers Weekly 

Material: finished copies  
Page count: 304  
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SCIENCE FICTION/FANTASY 
 
DRAGONSLAYER by Duncan M. Hamilton (Tor Books, June 2019) 
The author of The Tattered Banner, a BuzzFeed Greatest Fantasy Book of the Year, comes to Tor with an epic 
fantasy trilogy featuring lost magic, reawakened dragons, and a hero with a lot to learn. Set in a medieval-
inspired land where the head of the church vies with the king for power—and where a dragon, thought 
destroyed centuries ago, has returned—this adventure fantasy is perfect for fans of Michael J. Sullivan, Jeff 
Wheeler, and James Mallory, not to mention classics like The Wheel of Time and Wizard’s First Rule. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 304 

UK/COMMONWEALTH AND GERMAN RIGHTS ONLY (All other rights are with Howard 
Morhaim Literary Agency) 

 

HOLLOW EMPIRE by Sam Hawke (Tor Books, August 2019) 
Moving from poison and treachery to war and witchcraft, the Poison Wars continue with a fabulous epic 
fantasy adventure perfect for fans of Robin Hobb, Naomi Novik, and Scott Lynch. The deadly siege of Silasta 
woke the ancient spirits, and the city-state must find its place in this new world of magic. But people and 
politics are always treacherous, and it will take all of Jovan and Kalina’s skills to save the city-state when 
witches and assassins turn their sights to domination. 

Praise: “A well-crafted debut with believable political intrigues, solid world-building, and original 
characters.”—Kirkus Reviews on City of Lies 

Foreign sales: UK/Transworld 
Previous title’s foreign sales: Czech Republic/Host, UK/Transworld 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 560 

Also available: City of Lies (2018)   
 

AN ILLUSION OF THIEVES by Cate Glass (Tor Books, May 2019) 
Romy of Beggar’s Ring is a politically-inclined courtesan who, along with a ragtag group, must use her 
forbidden magic to pull off an elaborate heist in order to save her and her brother’s lives and stop a civil war. 
Set in an Italian-inspired fantasy world, and pitched as Kushiel’s Dart meets The Lies of Locke Lamora, An 

Illusion of Thieves is a brilliantly-written heist story with original magic and loveable underdog protagonists. 
Glass is a veteran fantasy author writing under a pseudonym who is primed for a breakout.  
 
Praise: “An Illusion of Thieves drew me in with its clever, resourceful heroine and delightful supporting 

cast, and kept me turning pages with forbidden magic, intrigue, and a smart and daring magical caper. 
I can’t wait for more!”—Melissa Caruso, author of The Tethered Mage  

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 352 
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THE PERFECT ASSASSIN by K. A. Doore (Tor Books, March 2019) 
A novice assassin is on the hunt for someone killing their own in this breakout high fantasy 
for fans of Robin Hobb, Sarah J. Maas, and Brent Weeks. Where water is costly but life is 
cheap, assassination is the most lucrative family business around. Amastan doesn’t feel like 
cashing in, and fortunately, no one has taken out a contract in ten years. But that’s when 
fellow assassins start showing up dead, and Amastan is given a timeline to solve these 
murders before his family gets blamed for them. In Ghadid, every life has its price, but when 
the tables are turned, Amastan must find this perfect assassin or be their next target. 
 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 320 
 

RECKONING OF FALLEN GODS by R. A. Salvatore (Tor Books, February 2019) 
The epic story of Aoleyn, which began with Child of a Mad God, continues in the next volume 
of The Coven series from bestselling author R. A. Salvatore. Aoelyn risked her life to save 
the trader Talmadge and it cost her everything that is dear to her, but Talmadge survived and 
can’t forget the amazing woman that killed a god. Little do they realize, war is coming to the 
mountain. Far to the west, a fallen empire stirs. One that sees a solar eclipse as a call to war. 
Their empire once dominated the known world, and they want it back. 

Praise: “Exciting action and a wealth of well-drawn characters mark Salvatore’s series 
launch. Fans and new readers alike will be pleased.”—Library Journal on Child of a Mad God 

Previous title’s foreign sales: Germany/Cross Cult 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 432 

Also available: Child of a Mad God (2018) 
  

MAGIC FOR LIARS by Sarah Gailey (Tor Books, June 2019) 
This debut novel from the Hugo-award-winning Sarah Gailey combines the mainstream fantasy appeal of The 

Magicians with the twists of Tana French’s investigative noir series. Perfect for fans of Charlie Jane Anders 
and Megan Abbott, the novel follows the harrowing search for a killer at a private academy for mages hidden 
in modern-day Northern California. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 428  

UK/COMMONWEALTH RIGHTS ONLY (All other rights are with Howard Morhaim Literary) 
 

SPINE OF THE DRAGON by Kevin J. Anderson (Tor Books, June 2019) 
Kevin J. Anderson’s triumphant return to epic fantasy is a politically charged adventure of 
swords, sorcery, vengeance, and the rise of sleeping giants. Two continents at war, the Three 
Kingdoms and Ishara, are divided by past bloodshed. But when an outside threat arises—the 
reawakening of a powerful ancient race that wants to remake the world—the two warring 
nations must somehow set aside generational hatreds and form an alliance to fight their true 
enemy. 

Material: manuscript 
  Page count: 528 

UK/COMMONWEALTH RIGHTS ONLY (All other rights are with Trident Media)  
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FATE OF THE FALLEN by Kel Kade (Tor Books, October 2019) 
Since her self-published ebook, Free the Darkness, was released in December 2015, Kel Kade has consistently 
been one of Amazon’s top fantasy sellers. With Fate of the Fallen she launches the trilogy for Tor that she 
was born to write—a commercial epic fantasy for readers of Brent Weeks, Mark Lawrence and Brian Staveley. 
It’s a tale as old as time: a farm boy born with a hidden power finds out that he is destined to save the world 
with his best friend by his side. Only, in this story, that farm boy is beset by assassins and slain two days into 
his quest. It is then left to the unheralded sidekick to finish the job…but saving the world isn’t as easy as it 
sounds in the stories, and this journey will drive him to the brink of madness.  

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 400 

UK/COMMONWEALTH RIGHTS ONLY (All other rights are with Donald Maass Literary Agency) 
 

THROUGH FIERY TRIALS by David Weber (Tor Books, January 2019) 
In the tenth installment in this acclaimed, bestselling space opera, the unholy war between 
the small but mighty island realm of Charis and the radical, luddite Church of God’s 
Awaiting has finally come to an end.  However, even though a provisional veil of peace has 
fallen over the human colonies, many secrets of Safehold’s past still remain unearthed. With 
new alliances forged and old regimes fractured, Merlin—the cybernetic avatar of Earth’s last 
survivor and immortal beacon to humanity—and the colonies of Safehold have many 
adventures ahead. 

Previous titles’ foreign sales: Bulgaria/Bard, Czech Republic/Wales, France/Bragelonne, 
Germany/Lübbe, Japan/Hayakawa, Poland/Rebis, Russia/Eksmo, UK/Tor  

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 752 

Also available: Off Armageddon Reef (2007), By Schism Rent Asunder 

(2008), By Heresies Distressed (2009), A Mighty Fortress (2010), How 

Firm a Foundation (2011), Midst Toil and Tribulation (2012), Like a 

Mighty Army (2014), Hell’s Foundations Quiver (2015), At the Sign of 

Triumph (2016) 
  

INTERFERENCE by Sue Burke (Tor Books, October 2019) 
In the sequel to Sue Burke’s epic SF debut, Semiosis, the colonists and a team from Earth confront a new, 
implacable intelligence. Over two hundred years after the first colonists landed on Pax, a new set of explorers 
has arrived from Earth on what they claim is a temporary scientific mission. But the Earthlings misunderstand 
the nature of the Pax settlement and its real leader. Even as Stevland attempts to protect his human tools, a 
more insidious enemy than the Earthlings makes itself known. Stevland is not the apex species. 

Praise: “This is up there with Ursula K. Le Guin: science fiction at its most fascinating and most 
humane.”—Thrillist on Semiosis 

Previous title’s foreign sales: France/Albin Michel, Japan/Hayakawa, UK/Voyager 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 288 

Also available: Semiosis (2018)  
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OTAKU by Chris Kluwe (Tor Books, March 2020) 
For fans of Ready Player One and Enders Game, this debut novel from tech enthusiast Chris Kluwe follows 
Ashley Akachi, a young woman who splits her time between Ditchtown, a city of skyscrapers built atop the 
drowned bones of old Miami, and Infinite Game, a virtual world in which Ash is Ashura the Terrible, leader 
of the Sunjewel Warriors—loved, feared and watched by millions across the globe. However, Ash is about to 
stumble upon a deadly conspiracy that will set her worlds crashing together, and in the real, you only get to 
die once. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 320 
 

WE ARE MAYHEM by Michael Moreci (St. Martin’s Press, April 2019) 
We Are Mayhem continues the rollicking space adventure that began in Black Star 

Renegades from Lucasfilm writer Michael Moreci. It’s a big, fun, action-packed, heartfelt 
space opera that the L.A. Times called “a fun romp” and Nerdist dubbed “the next big thing.” 
Renegades Cade, Kira, Mig and 4-Qel are back after having disrupted the plans of the evil 
Praxis kingdom, which shocked the galaxy. But now Praxis wants revenge.  

Praise: “Moreci’s book is what I’d characterize as a sort of beach read for nerds—
like Ready Player One or Andy Weir’s The Martian and Artemis.”—The 

Verge on Black Star Renegades 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 368 

Also available: Black Star Renegades (2018)   

 

LAST TANGO IN CYBERSPACE by Steven Kotler (St. Martin’s Press, May 2019) 
Hard to say when the human species fractured exactly. Harder to say when this new talent arrived. But Lion 
Zorn is the first of his kind—an empathy tracker, an emotional soothsayer, with a felt sense for the future of 
the we. In simpler terms, he can spot cultural shifts and trends before they happen. It’s a useful skill for a 
certain kind of company. Arctic Pharmaceuticals is that kind of company. But when a routine em-tracking job 
leads to the discovery of a gruesome murder, Lion finds himself neck-deep in a world of eco-assassins, soul 
hackers and consciousness terrorists. But what the man really needs is a nap. A unique blend of cutting-edge 
technology and traditional cyberpunk, Last Tango in Cyberspace will appeal to readers of William Gibson 
and Neal Stephenson. 

Praise: “A hardboiled tour-de-force, Kotler’s Last Tango blends sparkling prose, compelling characters, 
and underline-able insights into a gritty sci-fi epic that balances at the precipice of light and dark.”—
Neil Strauss, nine-time New York Times bestselling author 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 320 
 

EMPRESS OF FOREVER by Max Gladstone (Tor Books, June 2019) 
A magnificent work of vivid imagination and universe-spanning action, Empress of Forever is a feminist 
Guardians of the Galaxy crossed with Star Wars and spiced with the sensibility and spirit of Iain M. Banks 
and William Gibson. The novel follows a rag-tag team of brilliant misfits, dangerous renegades, and enhanced 
outlaws, teaming up to take down a tyrannical galactic empire in a war-torn future. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 480 

UK/COMMONWEALTH RIGHTS ONLY (All other rights are with D4EO Literary Agency) 
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YOUNG ADULT/TEEN 
 
THE DYSASTERS by P.C. Cast and Kristin Cast (Wednesday Books, February 2019) 
P.C. and Kristin Cast, the #1 New York Times bestselling authors of the House of Night 
phenomenon, introduce the first action-packed novel in a new paranormal fantasy series. 
Foster Stewart doesn’t live a “normal” life; controlling cloud formations and seeing 
airwaves aren’t things most eighteen-year-olds can do. Quintessential, dreamy boy-next-
door, Tate “Nighthawk” Taylor has never thought much about his extra abilities. But from 
the moment Foster and Tate collide, their worlds spiral and a deadly tornado forces them to 
work together, fully awakening their not-so-natural ability—the power to control air. As 
they each deal with the tragic loss of loved ones, they’re caught by another devastating 
blow—they are the first in a group of teens genetically manipulated before birth to bond with the elements, 
and worse…they’re being hunted. In this new superhero multiverse, the Cast duo again combine real world 
teens and an adventure filled with danger, romance, and superpowers that will thrill teens looking for their next 
action-packed fix. 

Foreign sales: Australia/Pan Macmillan (four-book deal), Germany/HarperCollins (two-book deal), 
Italy/Tre60, Netherlands/Unieboek, Russia/AST 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 320 
 

WHITE STAG by Kara Barbieri (Wednesday Books, January 2019) 
On the day her village was burned to the ground, seventeen-year-old Janneke was taken 
captive and sent to work for the goblin Soren. Janneke’s survival in the court of merciless 
monsters has come at the cost of her connection to the human world. And when the Goblin 
King’s death ignites an ancient hunt for the next king, Soren senses an opportunity for her 
to finally fully accept the ways of the brutal Permafrost. But every action he takes to bring 
her deeper into his world only shows him that a little humanity isn’t bad—especially when 
it comes to those you care about. Through every battle they survive, Janneke’s loyalty to 
Soren deepens even as she tries to fight her growing attraction to him. After dangerous 
truths are revealed, Janneke must choose between holding on to or letting go of her last connections to a world 
she no longer belongs to. This is the first book in the brutally stunning Permafrost series, which started as a 
Wattpad sensation. 

Praise: “A promising debut from a gifted young writer!”—Anna Todd, New York Times bestselling 
author of the After series 

Foreign sales: Germany/Heyne 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 368 
 

THE BONE CHARMER by Brianna Shields (Page Street Publishing, May 2019) 
In Saskia’s world, bones are the source of all power. They tell the future, reveal the past, and expose secrets in 
the present. On the day of her kenning—a special bone reading that determines apprenticeships—Saskia’s 
worst fears come true. She receives an assignment to train as a Bone Charmer, like her mother, and even worse, 
a match-making reading that pairs her with Bram—a boy who has suspicious tattoos that hint of violence. 
Saskia knows her mother saw multiple paths for her, yet chose one she knew Saskia wouldn’t want. Their 
argument leads to a fracture in one of the bones, and the break has devastating consequences—Saskia’s future 
has split as well. Now she will live her two potential paths simultaneously. Only one future can survive. And 
Saskia’s life is in danger in both. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 400  
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AN AFFAIR OF POISONS by Addie Thorley (Page Street Publishing, February 2019) 
This thrilling and romantic debut historical fantasy reimagines an infamous seventeenth-
century murder scandal in France. After unwittingly helping her mother poison Louis XIV, 
seventeen-year-old alchemist Mirabelle Monvoisin is forced to see her mother, La Voisin, 
and her Shadow Society in a horrifying new light. Torn between loyalty and growing unease, 
Mirabelle seeks consolation in the forbidden art of antipoisons, dabbling in tinctures that 
could destroy the Shadow Society from within. Royal bastard Josse de Bourbon is more 
kitchen boy than fils de France. But when his father and half the royal court are murdered 
by La Voisin, Josse must become the prince he was never meant to be. Hunted like animals, 

his only objective is to keep the injured princesses and the petulant Dauphin alive—until his path collides with 
Mirabelle’s and he finds his greatest ally in his sworn enemy. She is a poisoner with the desire to heal instead 
of harm. He is a bastard with the audacity to play king. Together they might be able to take down the Shadow 
Society. If they can learn to trust each other. And if La Voisin doesn’t purge all of Paris first. 

Praise: “An indulgent and exhilarating adventure, Thorley takes an extravagant historical setting and 
infuses it with a lusciously dark dose of magic and alchemy. An Affair of Poisons takes hold of the reader 
immediately and refuses to let go. The only cure is to finish it.”—Lyndsay Ely, author of Gunslinger Girl 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 400 
 

THE SWORD AND THE DAGGER by Robert Cochran (Tor Teen, April 2019) 
An epic YA historical adventure by debut novelist Robert Cochran, the Emmy Award-
winning executive producer and co-creator of the hit TV series 24. During the time of the 
Crusades, an unlikely trio—a Christian princess, her affianced prince, and a Muslim 
assassin—embarks on a quest to the court of the most fearsome warrior the world has ever 
known, Genghis Khan. A rousing tale of adventure and romance about three young people 
who must grapple with fundamental issues of loyalty, friendship, faith, honor, and courage 
against the backdrop of conflicts that still resonate today. 

Praise: “A robust, galloping adventure...The Sword and the Dagger kept me turning the 
pages well into the night.”—Gregory Maguire, New York Times bestselling author of Wicked 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 384 
 

STRONGER THAN A BRONZE DRAGON by Mary Fan (Page Street Publishing, June 2019) 
When a powerful viceroy with a fleet of mechanical dragons stops an attack on Anlei’s village, the villagers 
agree to give him their sacred, enchanted River Pearl in exchange for permanent protection—if he’ll marry 
one of the village girls to solidify the alliance. Anlei is appalled when the viceroy selects her as the bride, but 
with the fate of her people at stake, she sees no choice but to consent. Anlei’s noble plans are sent into a 
tailspin, however, when a young thief steals the River Pearl for himself. Knowing the viceroy won’t protect 
her village without the jewel, she takes matters into her own hands. But once she catches the thief, she discovers 
he needs the pearl just as much as she does. The two embark on an epic quest across the land and into the 
Courts of Hell, taking Anlei on a journey that reveals more is at stake than she could have ever imagined. With 
incredibly vivid world building and fast-paced storytelling, Stronger Than a Bronze Dragon is great for 
readers who are looking for something fresh in epic fantasy. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 352 
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THE GRACE YEAR by Kim Liggett (Wednesday Books, October 2019) 
This riveting, speculative novel examines the complex and sometimes twisted relationships between girls, the 
women they eventually become, and the difficult decisions they make in between. Tierney James is a young 
woman from an isolated village where girls are married off at sixteen-years-old, in a time known as their “grace 
year”. Any woman who is barren, speaks against her husband, or has otherwise fulfilled her purpose is led to 
the gallows. Tierney and the other grace year girls are banished to the northern forest, where they must brave 
the wilderness—and each other—before being allowed to return to society as purified women. If they make it 
back at all. Tierney dreams of a better life—a society that doesn’t pit friend against friend and woman against 
woman. But in order to grab hold of her future, she must first survive her grace year.  

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 320 

UK/COMMONWEALTH ONLY (All other rights are with New Leaf Literary & Media) 
 

THE TESLA LEGACY by K. K. Perez (Tor Teen, March 2019) 
After a fateful encounter in the Tesla Suite of the New Yorker Hotel unlocks her dormant 
electrical powers, precocious young scientist Lucy Phelps struggles to understand her new 
abilities. She soon finds herself thrust into a centuries’ old battle between rival alchemical 
societies. One side wants her help and the other wants her dead, but both believe she is the 
next step in human evolution. Unfortunately, carriers of the genetic mutation—including 
Nikola Tesla––eventually lose their minds and then their lives. Even if Lucy can outrun her 
enemies, she can’t outrun herself. 

Praise: “A smart thriller with plenty of jolts, The Tesla Legacy will keep you turning 
pages to the shocking end.”—Stacey Lee, author of Under a Painted Sky 

Foreign sales: Czech Republic/Dobrovský 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 368 
 

NEVER-CONTENTED THINGS by Sarah Porter (Tor Teen, March 2019) 
Critically-acclaimed author Sarah Porter’s previous YA fairy tale retellings have racked up rave starred 
reviews, and now she’s back with her breakout book—a standalone novel about dark faeries with surefire 
appeal. Prince and his fairy courtiers are staggeringly beautiful, unrelentingly cruel, and exhausted by the 
tedium of the centuries—until they meet foster-siblings Josh and Ksenia. Drawn in by their vivid emotions, 
undying love for each other, and passion for life, Prince will stop at nothing to possess them. First seduced and 
then entrapped by the fairies, Josh and Ksenia learn that the fairies’ otherworldly gifts come at a terrible price—
and they must risk everything in order to reclaim their freedom. 

Praise: “Sarah Porter is a genius. Her language is lush and dangerous, and her books burn with the 
beautiful, ferocious intensity of a bonfire in the darkest night. Read Never-Contented Things with the 
lights on. Then read it again.”—Brittany Cavallaro, New York Times bestselling author of A Study in 

Charlotte 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 368 
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THE DECEIVERS by Kristen Simmons (Tor Teen, February 2019) 
Kristen Simmons, the author of the Article 5 series and Metaltown, brings her remarkable 
imagination to this intrigue-filled contemporary drama. When Brynn Hilder is recruited to 
Vale Hall, it seems like the elite academy is her chance to start over, away from her mom’s 
loser boyfriend and her rundown neighborhood. But she soon learns that Vale chooses 
students not so much for their scholastic talent as for their extracurricular activities, such as 
her time spent conning rich North Shore kids out of their extravagant allowances. At first, 
Brynn jumps at the chance to help the school in its mission—because what could be better 
than giving entitled jerks what they deserve? But that’s before she meets her mark—a 

senator’s son—and before she discovers the school’s headmaster has secrets he’ll stop at nothing to protect. 
As the lines between right and wrong blur, Brynn begins to realize she’s in way over her head. 

Praise: “Addictive and delicious, The Deceivers will keep you turning the pages well into the night!”—
Katie McGarry, critically acclaimed author of Pushing the Limits 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 384 
 

IN ANOTHER LIFE by C.C. Hunter (Wednesday Books, March 2019) 
In this new standalone thriller from the bestselling author of the Shadow Falls series, Chloe 
was three years old when she was adopted. Everything was great until her loving parents’ 
marriage fell apart and her mom moved them to Joyful, Texas. Starting twelfth grade as the 
new kid at school is miserable, and feelings of déjà vu from her early childhood start 
haunting her. When Chloe meets Cash Colton she feels drawn to him, as though they’re 
kindred spirits. Until Cash tells her the real reason he sought her out: Chloe looks exactly 
like the daughter his foster parents lost years ago, and he’s determined to figure out the truth. 
As Chloe and Cash delve deeper into her adoption, the more things don’t add up, and the 

more strange things start happening. Why is Chloe’s adoption a secret that people would kill for? 

Praise: “With so many unanswered questions and tons of suspense, teens will be on the edge of their 
seats, eager to know the mystery held within Leah’s heart.”—School Library Journal on This Heart of 

Mine 

Previous title’s foreign sales: Brazil/Pensamento, Slovakia/Ikar, Turkey/Pegasus 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 320 

Also available: This Heart of Mine (2018)  
 

DEPOSING NATHAN by Zack Smedley (Page Street Publishing, May 2019) 
The summer after eleventh grade Nate was stabbed in his front yard. The attacker: his best friend, Cameron. 
Now, Nate is being called to deliver a sworn statement that will get Cam convicted. But the problem is, the 
real story isn’t that easy or convenient—just like Nate and Cam’s relationship. During the deposition, Nate is 
forced to come clean about all of the things he’s kept bottled up—like how his aunt isn’t as supportive and 
friendly as she seems to outsiders, how he cheated on his girlfriend, and how he and Cam are so much more 
than friends. Dark and literary, but still fast-paced and engrossing, this powerful debut novel tackles difficult 
subjects, but ends with a message of hope and empowerment. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 400 
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SIX GOODBYES WE NEVER SAID by Candace Ganger (Wednesday Books, November 2019) 
Naima Rodriguez doesn’t want your patronizing sympathy as she grieves her father, her hero—a fallen Marine. 
She’s got enough going on in order to manage her complex OCD and GAD. So, she’d rather everyone back 
the eff off while she separates her Lucky Charms marshmallows into six, always six, Ziploc bags. Andrew—
Dew—respectfully requests a little more time to process the sudden loss of his parents. It’s causing an 
avalanche of secret anxieties, so he counts on his trusty voice recorder to convey the things he can’t otherwise 
say aloud. He could really use a friend to navigate a life swimming with pain and loss and all the lovely 
moments in between. And then Dew meets Naima and everything’s changed—just not in the way he, or she, 
expects. Six Goodbyes We Never Said is no love story. If you ask Naima, it’s not even a like story. But it is a 
story about love and fear and how sometimes you need a little help to be brave enough to say goodbye. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 320 

UK/COMMONWEALTH ONLY (All other rights are with Sanford J. Greenburger Associates) 
 

THE SOUND OF DROWNING by Katherine Fleet (Page Street Publishing, March 
2019) 
An emotional, twisty, and compulsively readable story about love, loss, and picking up the 
pieces, this atmospheric YA love-triangle delivers a shocking twist! Every night, Meredith 
Hall takes the ferry to meet Ben, the boy she’s loved for as long as she can remember—the 
boy she broke with her lies. But after they get a second chance, Ben becomes Mer’s safety 
net, the only thing keeping her from drowning. Then, the waves deliver Wyatt to her—a 
cocky, new boy with a Texas twang and a personality bigger than his home state. He’s 
flirting with her, making her feel reckless, excited, alive, and he keeps showing up when she 
needs him most. But a storm is brewing in the Outer Banks. When it hits, Mer finds her heart tearing in half 
and her carefully constructed reality slipping back into the surf. As she discovers that even the most deeply 
buried secrets have a way of surfacing, she’ll have to learn that nothing is forever—especially second chances. 

Praise: “A moody and moving, richly scenic romance with breathtaking twists that will keeping you 
guessing and turning pages until the very end.”—Kelly deVos, author of Fat Girl on a Plane 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 384 
 

YOU’D BE MINE by Erin Hahn (Wednesday Books, April 2019) 
If eighteen-year-old country music superstar Clay Coolidge can’t convince Annie Mathers 
to join his summer tour, his music label is going to drop him. Annie, heir to a country music 
dynasty that ended in her parents’ tragic deaths, has been mostly avoiding the spotlight, 
except on her skyrocketing YouTube channel. Swayed by Clay’s charm and good looks, 
Annie and her band agree to join the tour. And soon, the label dubs them the new Johnny 
Cash and June Carter Cash, retro photoshoot and all. But if there’s one part of fame Annie 
wants nothing to do with, it’s a high-profile relationship. She had a front row seat to her 
parents’ volatile marriage and deaths and isn’t interested in repeating history. If only she 
could convince her heart that Clay, with his whiskey tenor and painful past, isn’t worth the risk to her already-
fractured heart.  Can the right song and the perfect summer on the road make two broken hearts whole? 

Praise: “Witty and charming, with an off-the-charts, irresistible blend of romance, humor, and 
characters who steal your heart from page one. Erin Hahn is an author to watch.”—Karen M. 
McManus, New York Times bestselling author of One of Us Is Lying 

Foreign sales: Spain/Libros de Seda 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 320  
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WHEN SUMMER ENDS by Jessica Pennington (Tor Teen, April 2019) 
In Jessica Pennington’s next contemporary standalone, Aiden Emerson is an all-star athlete 
and golden boy of Riverton. Or at least he was, before he showed up the last day of junior 
year and quit the team without any explanation. How could he tell people he’s losing his 
vision at seventeen? Straight-laced Olivia thought she had life all figured out. But when her 
dream internship falls apart, her estranged mother comes back into her life, and her long-
time boyfriend breaks up with her right before summer break, she’s starting to think fate has 
a weird sense of humor. Each struggling to find a new direction, Aiden and Olivia decide to 
live the summer by chance. Every fleeting adventure and stolen kiss is as fragile as a coin 

flip in this heartfelt journey to love and self-discovery. 

Praise: “This modern-day realistic fictional romance has both steamy love scenes and tender moments 

between best friends which gives it appeal for even reluctant readers. Its Battle of the Bands meets The 

Bachelorette premise will grab teens’ attention and the execution will sustain it.”—School Library 

Journal on Love Songs and Other Lies 

Previous title’s foreign sales: Poland/Jaguar 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 288 

Also available: Love Songs and Other Lies (2018)  
 

THIS IS NOT A LOVE SCENE by S. C. Megale (Wednesday Books, May 2019)   
Lights, camera—all Maeve needs is action. But at eighteen, a rare form of muscular 
dystrophy usually stands in the way of romance. She’s got her friends, her humor, and a 
passion for filmmaking to keep her focus off consistent rejection...and the hot older guy 
starring in her senior film project. Tall, bearded, and always swaying, Cole Stone is 
everything Maeve can’t be. And she likes it. Between takes, their chemistry is shockingly 
electric. Suddenly Maeve gets a taste of typical teenage dating life, but girls in wheelchairs 
don’t get the hot guy—right? Cole’s attention challenges everything she once believed about 
her self-image and hopes for love. But figuring this out, both emotionally and physically, 

won’t be easy for either of them. Maeve must choose between what she needs and what she wants, while Cole 
has a tendency to avoid decisions altogether. And her failing lungs might not wait for either. Funny, emotional, 
and refreshingly honest, This Is Not a Love Scene is for anyone who can relate to feeling different while 
navigating the terrifying and thrilling waters of first love. 

Praise: “This Is Not a Love Scene rings brilliantly true from the first page to the last. Megale’s prose is 
refreshingly original, her pacing already at a master level, and her storytelling abilities will pull hard on 
every emotion you have...Look out for this writer.”—David Baldacci, New York Times bestselling author 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 288 
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FULL DISCLOSURE by Stormy Daniels (St. Martin’s Press, October 2018) 
She was already well-known in some circles before March 6, 2018, but that’s probably the 
first time you heard the name Stormy Daniels. That’s the day she filed a lawsuit against 
President Donald Trump over a nondisclosure agreement negotiated before the election but 
never signed. How did Stormy Daniels become the woman willing to take on a president? 
What is it like to be reviled by some, held up as a beacon of hope by others, and to be an 
object of fascination to all? In this book, Stormy Daniels tells her whole story for the first 
time: about how she came to be a leading actress and director in the adult film business, the 
full truth about her journey from a rough childhood in Louisiana onto the national stage, and 
everything about the events that led to the nondisclosure agreement and the behind-the-scenes attempts to 
intimidate her. Stormy is funny, sharp, warm, and impassioned by turns. Her story is a thoroughly American 
one, of a girl who loved reading and horses and who understood from a very young age what she wanted—and 
who also knew she’d have to get every step of the way there on her own. People can’t stop talking about Stormy 
Daniels. And they won’t be able to stop talking about her fresh, surprising, completely candid, nothing-held-
back book. 

Foreign sales: Germany/Droemer, UK/Pan Macmillan 

Material: finished copies 
Page count: 288 
 

WHERE WE GO FROM HERE by Bernie Sanders (Thomas Dunne Books, November 
2018) 
Senator Bernie Sanders’ 2016 presidential campaign was a beginning not an end. In his new 
book, America’s most popular political figure speaks about what he’s been doing to oppose 
the Trump agenda and strengthen the progressive movement and how we go forward as a 
nation. 

Previous title’s foreign sales: China/Beijing Mediatime Books, Finland/Into Publishers, 
France/Editions Les Liens qui Liberent, Germany/Ullstein, Korea/Wonderbox, 
Netherlands/8 Publishers BV, Serbia/Kontrast, Spanish World/Lola Books, UK/Profile 
Books 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 288 

Also available: Our Revolution (2016) 
 

TREASON: The Case Against Donald J. Trump by David Rothkoph (Thomas Dunne 
Books, May 2019) 
We are under fire. The United States is weathering an ongoing cyber offensive on our 
electoral processes from a hostile foreign power. Twelve agents have been indicted for 
interference, and our intelligence officials agree that our digital infrastructure is under 
attack. Meanwhile, Trump and his administration are serving nothing but praise for 
Vladimir Putin, the man who oversaw and continues to oversee these attacks. While Trump 
scrambles to deny involvement with whatever excuse he can tweet or any insult he can hurl 
at someone else, the American people are growing surer that he is betraying the great nation 
of the United States—and they’re wondering why no one is sounding the alarm. In Treason: The Case Against 

Donald J. Trump, David Rothkopf lays out the legal logic against Trump and a defense of our country and its 
citizens. 

Material: manuscript due January 2019 
Page count: 272  
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DON’T LABEL ME: An Unusual Conversation for Divided Times by Irshad Manji 

(St. Martin’s Press, February 2019) 
From the founder of the award-winning Moral Courage Project and the bestselling author of 
The Trouble with Islam Today, which was translated in thirty languages, and made into an 
Emmy-nominated PBS film, comes a new book that looks at the tribalism and walled-off 
mentality that has been running rampant in recent years. America and the world have never 
been more fractured. But how do we move forward? In Don’t Label Me, Irshad Manji holds 
a scrappy yet tender conversation with her Other: a senior dog named Lily. Raised in a 
culture that deemed dogs evil, Manji learns from her fur elder the transformative power of 

moving beyond labels, be they racial, sexual, religious, partisan, or species-supremacist. Together, she and 
Lily show that diversity, when practiced honestly, encourages conflicting points of view while revealing that 
we’re all so much more than the assumptions we make about each other. Infused with scholarly insights and 
punctuated with stories about Manji’s experiences as a refugee from Africa, a Muslim immigrant to the U.S., 
and a professor of moral courage, Don’t Label Me offers a gift to every global citizen: concrete tips on how to 
start and sustain the toughest, most taboo conversations. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 288 
 

I LOVE YOU BUT I HATE YOUR POLITICS: How to Protect Your Intimate 
Relationships in a Poisonous Partisan World by Jeanne Safer, Ph.D. (All Points Books, 

August 2019) 
Part relationship guide, part anthropological study, this book is sure to educate and entertain 
anyone who has felt the strain of political differences on their personal relationships. 
Drawing from dozens of interviews and her own experiences as a die-hard liberal happily 
married to a stalwart conservative, Dr. Jeanne Safer offers a path to maintaining 
relationships in our increasingly divided world. No matter which side of the fence you’re 
on, Dr. Safer offers frank, practical advice for salvaging and strengthening your bonds with 

your loved ones. I Love You but I Hate Your Politics is required reading for any politically-minded friend, 
relative, or significant other in the Trump era. 

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 272 
 

THE IDENTITY MAN by McKenzie Funk (St. Martin’s Press, Future) 
Data fusion: the detailed digital dossiers built on us by private companies, sold for profit and used for an 
increasingly disturbing array of purposes by healthcare, insurance, and mortgage industries to name a few, as 
well as by the ICE to track down illegal immigrants, and the criminal justice system to decide who will become 
a criminal in the future. The first data fusion system was created by man named Hank Asher, a former drug 
dealer whose life was as interesting and chaotic as the business he created. In this book, which will appeal to 
fans of Michael Lewis and Doug Stanton, journalist McKenzie Funk looks both at the subject of data fusion 
and the life of Hank Asher and forces us to examine our uneasy and unwitting relationship with both the 
convenience and intrusions this technology has wrought. Asher’s story leaves us with the essential question: 
If your past no longer belongs to you, what about your future? 

Material: proposal (manuscript due Summer 2019) 
Page count: to come 
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THE RUSSIA TRAP: How Our Shadow War with Russia Could Spiral into Nuclear 

Catastrophe by George Beebe (Thomas Dunne Books, August 2019) 
After years of unsuccessful post-Cold War efforts to forge a cooperative relationship, it has 
become clear that the U.S. and Russia will be competitors, not partners—no matter what 
some politicians would have the American public believe. Yet as the two nations target each 
other through cyber warfare and other nontraditional forms of aggression, competition is 
tipping into enmity. But without escalating physical combat to clue us into danger, the 
public and our elected officials cannot fathom that we’re on the brink of calamity, and as 
long as nuclear weapons exist, nuclear annihilation is always on the table. In this terrifying, 
but essential new work, former CIA director George Beebe allows us to face this reality—and, in doing so, to 
take steps to divert the world from this path. 

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 272 
 

THE SPY IN MOSCOW STATION: A Counterspy’s Hunt for a Deadly Cold War 

Threat by Eric Haseltine (Thomas Dunne Books, March 2019) 
This is the thrilling true story of unorthodox, underdog intelligence officers at the National 
Security Agency who, in the late 1970s, fought an uphill battle against their own government 
to prove that the KGB had pulled off the most devastating penetration of U.S. national 
security in history. Much like today—Russian spycraft had proven itself far beyond the best 
technology the U.S. had to offer. The perils of American arrogance mixed with bureaucratic 
infighting left the country unspeakably vulnerable to Russian electronic surveillance and 
espionage. Now American spies in Russia were being outed, and the CIA was helpless to 
stop the purge. Outsmarting honey traps and encroaching deep enough into enemy territory to perform 
complicated technical investigations, NSA engineer Charles Gandy accomplished the mission in Russia, but 
discovered more than State and the CIA wanted him to know.  

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 320 
 

THE LAST VOYAGE: Andrea Doria and the Passing of an Era by Greg King and Penny Wilson (St. 
Martin’s Press, Winter 2020) 
The Andrea Doria was not merely a legendary liner.  In her heyday she represented the romance of travel and 
the modernity of 1950s Italian art, culture, and life.  She also bridged the gap between previous generations of 
liners and the coming era of cruise ships, a time when airplanes were slowly but surely edging out ocean travel.  
Her sinking foreshadowed the end of a glamourous era.  In The Last Voyage Greg King and Penny Wilson 
look at the last golden years of ocean liner travel as well as the Doria’s final voyage, following a handful of 
passengers—from Hollywood stars to immigrants—during the collision, rescue and sinking. With access to 
new, never before seen images of the wreck from the 2016 scientific exploration of the ship, as well as 
interviews with survivors, this book offers a sweeping new look of the Andrea Doria disaster. 

Material: proposal (manuscript due April 2019) 
Page count: 352 
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KENNEDY HEIRS: John, Caroline, and the New Generation—A Legacy of Triumph 

and Tragedy by J. Randy Taraborrelli (St. Martin’s Press, June 2019) 
From New York Times bestselling Kennedy historian J. Randy Taraborrelli comes his most 
astonishing Kennedy book yet. A unique burden was inherited by the children born to the 
original Kennedy icons: JFK and Jackie; Bobby and Ethel; Ted and Joan; and the rest. Raised 
against a backdrop of American history, their mandate was to be of service, just like their 
ancestors. Based on exclusive first-hand interviews, as well as oral histories from the JFK 
Presidential Library and the Ted Kennedy Institute, Taraborrelli takes his readers behind the 
scenes of a sweeping and epic family drama as these Kennedy heirs succeed and fail in ways 

both triumphant and heartbreaking. These are the Kennedy stories you’ve never heard before. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 624 
 

A TIME FOR US by Edie Windsor (St. Martin’s Press, Fall 2019) 
This is the lively, intimate, and inspiring posthumous memoir from one of the icons of the gay rights movement 
who was instrumental in the legalization of gay marriage in the United States. Edie Windsor became 
internationally famous when the Supreme Court ruled in her favor in her case seeking recognition from the US 
government for her marriage to her partner of forty-six years, Thea Spyer. The ruling set the stage for the 
legalization of gay marriage in the US and vaulted Edie into the spotlight, but she had been living a 
groundbreaking life for decades. In this memoir, which she began before her death in 2017, and which was 
completed by her co-writer, Edie recounts her childhood in working class Philadelphia, her realization that she 
was a lesbian, and her active social life in the Greenwich Village underground gay scene in the 1950s and 60s. 
In the midst of wild parties and breaking hearts, Edie held a job as one of the first female programmers for 
IBM’s early version of the computer. Her romance with Thea Spyer was the subject of a documentary film and 
their marriage changed the course of US history. This memoir is a remarkable portrait of an amazing woman, 
gay life in New York in the second half of the twentieth century, and the rise of LGBT activism. 

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 256 
 

UNTITLED ON THE HISTORY OF ADDRESSES by Deirdre Mask (St. Martin’s Press, Winter 2020) 
An expansive, globe-trotting work of sociology and history, Deirdre Mask covers the history and significance 
of naming streets and numbering houses and how this practice allowed governments to control their citizens 
while also giving citizens rights they didn’t have previously. From Ancient Rome to India and Haiti, to London, 
Japan, and Korea, the book will stretch across history and geography to show how having an address changed 
people’s lives. Why do black South Africans find street names “glamorous?” Can a street name dictate the 
value of your home? Can you change a neighborhood by changing its street names? Why doesn’t Tokyo have 
street names at all? How can having a street address save a life? A work of narrative nonfiction, this book 
answers these questions and many more through in-depth reporting and the very human stories behind the 
secret history of our addresses.  

Foreign sales: Korea/Minumsa, UK/Profile 

Material: manuscript due February 2019 
Page count: 320 
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QUEEN BEY: A Celebration of the Power and Creativity of Beyoncé Knowles-Carter  
edited by Veronica Chambers (St. Martin’s Press, March 2019) 
Beyoncé. Her name has come to be synonymous with beauty, glamour, power, creativity, 
love, romance and sex appeal. Her performances are legendary, and her album releases are 
events. She has sold more than one hundred million records apart from the sixty million 
sold as part of Destiny’s Child. She has won twenty-two Grammys and is the most 
nominated women in the award’s history. Queen Bey will feature contributors with a 
diverse range of voices—from star academics to outspoken cultural critics to Hollywood 
and music stars—in this celebration of one of the greatest pop stars and role models of our 
time. 

Praise: “A glorious tribute to an incredible woman.”—Booklist (starred review) on The 

Meaning of Michelle 

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 256 

Also available: The Meaning of Michelle (2017)  
 

STAY SEXY & DON’T GET MURDERED: The Definitive How-To Guide by Karen 

Kilgariff and Georgia Hardstark (Forge Books, June 2019) 
From the beloved hosts of the #1 hit podcast, My Favorite Murder, comes their highly-
anticipated dual memoir sharing never-before-heard stories ranging from their struggles 
with depression, eating disorders, and addiction. Karen and Georgia irreverently recount 
their biggest mistakes and deepest fears, reflecting on the formative life events that shaped 
them into two of the most followed voices in the nation. They delve into their own pasts, 
true crime stories, and beyond to discuss meaningful cultural and societal issues with fierce 
empathy and unapologetic frankness. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 304 

TRANSLATION RIGHTS ONLY (UK/Commonwealth rights are with United Talent Agency) 
 

SPRING RAIN by Andy Warner (St. Martin’s Press, Winter 2020) 
From award-winning, New York Times-bestselling illustrator Andy Warner, author of Brief Histories of 

Everyday Objects, comes a graphic memoir about the semester he spent abroad in Beirut, Lebanon, finding 
friends amidst a crowd of ex-pat LGBT students, getting involved in drugs, and slowly losing his grip on reality 
as the country exploded in civil war. Warner’s comics have been published by Slate, Fusion, American Public 
Media, The Nib, Symbolia, Medium, IDEO.org, The Center for Constitutional Rights, UNICEF, and Buzzfeed. 

Material: manuscript due January 2019 
Page count: 256 
 

THE TRUTH ABOUT MAGIC by Atticus (St. Martin’s Press, September 2019) 
From the internationally bestselling author and Instagram sensation comes another romantic and deeply 
moving collection of poetry. The Truth About Magic builds on the pains and joys of romance explored in 
Love Her Wild and the New York Times bestseller, The Dark Between Stars—heartbreaks and falling in love, 
looking back and looking inwards—by taking a fresh, awakened journey outward. It’s about finding ourselves, 
our purpose, and the simple joys of life. It’s about lavender fields, laughing until you cry, dancing in old barns 
until the sun comes up, and making love on sandy beaches. The Truth About Magic is a vibrant, transcendent 
journey into growth, which will leave you energized and eager to explore the wider world. 

Material: manuscript due February 2019 
Page count: 240  
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READ THE FACE by Eric Standop (St. Martin’s Essentials, Fall 2019) 
From the world’s foremost face reader comes a book that shares the practice of reading people’s faces to 
discover their feelings, personality and character, and even their health. This book looks at the author’s 
incredible journey to becoming a face reader as well as showing readers how face reading is applicable in every 
area of our lives—from business, to relationships, parenting, and health. Each chapter deals with one of these 
main topics and contains dozens of stories of remarkable readings that Eric has done showcasing the powerful 
aspect of face reading. Face reading is the first language we learn, as babies studying the faces we see, and the 
more we learn to hone the skill as adults, the more we can apply it in our daily lives. 

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 256 
 

BUDDHISM: An Introduction to the Buddha’s Life, Teachings, and Practices by Joan 
Duncan Oliver (St. Martin’s Essentials, April 2019) 
Part of The Essential Wisdom Library, Buddhism provides an accessible, comprehensive 
guide for anyone looking to gain an understanding of the faith and practice of the religion. 
A practitioner of Buddhist meditation for over thirty years, award-winning journalist Joan 
Duncan Oliver has written extensively on the subject and is uniquely well versed in Buddhist 
practice. Here, writing in an engaging, approachable style, she outlines the key tenants of 
Buddhism for every reader, unpacking complex philosophies and revealing the beauty of 
this timeless tradition. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 128 
 

THE BHAGAVAD GITA: The Song of God in Modern English by Edward Viljoen (St. 

Martin’s Essentials, July 2019) 
Part of The Essential Wisdom Library, this is a new, easy-to-understand translation of the 
most influential and widely-read Eastern sacred text. A Hindu masterpiece beloved 
worldwide, this new edition of The Bhagavad Gita contains simplified English text, 
allowing Western minds to more fully comprehend the story in the book, as well as the vital 
life lessons it contains. This edition includes a helpful “Cast of Characters,” author Edward 
Viljoen’s commentary on the history and influence of this “Path of Devotion,” and an 

explanation of how to read and practice the lessons of this ancient text in the twenty-first century. Viljoen also 
adds a glossary of important terms and an appendix giving context to the larger text the The Bhagavad Gita 
comes from, The Mahabharata. 

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 128 
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BIG BUSINESS: A Love Letter to an American Anti-Hero by Tyler Cowen (St. 

Martin’s Press, April 2019) 
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Great Stagnation comes an against-the-
grain polemic on American capitalism. Belief in big business is at an all-time low. Walmart 
and Amazon destroy communities and small businesses. Facebook turns us into addicts while 
putting our personal data at risk. But are big companies inherently evil? If business is so bad, 
why does it remain so integral to the basic functioning of America? Economist and 
bestselling author Tyler Cowen says our biggest problem is that we don’t love business 
enough.  In Big Business, Cowen puts forth an impassioned defense of corporations and 
their essential role in a balanced, productive, and progressive society. He dismantles common misconceptions 
and untangles conflicting intuitions. According to a 2016 Gallup survey, only twelve percent of Americans 
trust big business “quite a lot,” and only six percent trust it “a great deal.” Yet Americans as a group are 
remarkably willing to trust businesses, whether in the form of buying a new phone on the day of its release or 
simply showing up to work in the expectation they will be paid. Cowen illuminates the crucial role businesses 
play in spurring innovation, rewarding talent and hard work, and creating the bounty on which we’ve all come 
to depend. 

Previous title’s foreign sales: China/Zhejiang University Press, Italy/Luiss University Press, 
Japan/NTT Publishing 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 288 

Also available: The Complacent Class (2017)  
 

CREATIVE SELECTION: Inside Apple’s Design Process During the Golden Age of 
Steve Jobs by Ken Kocienda (St. Martin’s Press, September 2018) 
For fifteen years, Ken Kocienda was on the ground floor of Apple as a specialist responsible 
for experimenting with novel user interface concepts and writing software for products 
including the iPhone, the iPad, and the Safari web browser. His stories explain the symbiotic 
relationship between software and product development, and reveal what it was like to work 
on the cutting edge of technology at one of the world’s most admired companies. Kocienda 
shares moments of struggle and success, crisis and collaboration, illuminating each with 
lessons learned over his Apple career. He introduces the essential elements of innovation—
inspiration, collaboration, craft, diligence, decisiveness, taste, and empathy—and uses these as a lens through 
which to understand productive work culture. An insider’s tale of creativity and innovation at Apple, Creative 

Selection shows readers how a small group of people developed an evolutionary design model, and how they 
used this methodology to make groundbreaking and intuitive software which countless millions use every day. 

Praise: “I’ve literally been waiting a decade for this book. Ken Kocienda takes you inside Apple in way 
only a true insider, a veteran software developer, could. Creative Selection is the answer to the prayer 
uttered by anyone who wants to truly understand how Apple works. I couldn’t put it down.”—Adam 

Lashinsky, New York Times bestselling author of Inside Apple 

A Wall Street Journal bestseller! 

Foreign sales: Bulgaria/Ciela, China/Citic, Japan/Sunmark, Korea/ChungRim, Taiwan/Faces, UK/Pan 
Macmillan, Vietnam/Saigon  

Material: finished copies 
Page count: 304 
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THE PURPOSE PATH: A Guide to Pursuing Your Authentic Life’s Work by Nicholas 

Pearce (St. Martin’s Essentials, April 2019) 
The most successful companies—Google, Disney, Apple—identify the purpose behind why 

they do what they do and abide by their “why.” Nicholas Pearce argues that humans should 
do the same—identify their “why,” the purpose or belief that drives them, and create a life 
of significance around it. The Purpose Path is for employees in any field who no longer just 
want a job, but who want a meaningful career with a moral center and purpose in the world—
a true vocation that answers and fulfills a calling. The Purpose Path is organized around 
five key questions: What is success? Who am I? Why am I here? Am I running the right 

race? Am I running the race well? Nicholas Pearce sits at the unconventional intersection of business and faith. 
He shows how people in a variety of fields have asked and answered these five questions in order to start, 
shape, or change their careers. Inspiring, thought-provoking, and practical, The Purpose Path is an essential 
book for anyone who seeks a calling at work and in life. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 304 
 

DEAR FOUNDER: Letters of Advice for Anyone Who Leads, Manages, or Wants to 

Start a Business by Maynard Webb with Carlye Adler (St. Martin’s Press, September 
2018) 
More than 600,000 new businesses are launched each year. How can a start-up find the 
funding it needs to survive? When, if at all, should a company go public? How does an 
entrepreneur build and manage a workplace—and create a lasting legacy? Maynard Webb 
has helped found, fund, and grow dozens of successful companies and has driven strategic 
change at Salesforce, eBay, Everwise, and Visa, among other worldwide corporations. 
Known for offering savvy insight, encouragement, and a dose of reality in the form of 

engaging personal letters to a select group of business leaders, Webb now shares his lessons with aspiring 
entrepreneurs at any age and stage in their careers. Featuring more than eighty inspiring, informative, and 
instructive letters, Dear Founder is rich with sound advice on an array of business topics, from turning your 
idea into a reality, to building a culture, to reaching key financial goals. This book is an indispensable guide to 
navigating the realities, risks, and rewards of being your own boss—and founding the company of your dreams. 

Praise: “Dear Founder is going to be a ‘must have,’ not only for anyone thinking of or contemplating a 
startup, but it will also serve as an extraordinary resource for leaders and managers in every sector of 
industry.”—Howard Schultz, founder and executive chairman, Starbucks Corporation 

A Los Angeles Times and USA Today bestseller! 

Foreign sales: China/Citic, Russia/Eksmo, Taiwan/Ye-Ren 

Material: finished copies 
Page count: 352 
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HOW TO THINK LIKE A ROMAN EMPEROR: The Stoic Philosophy of Marcus 

Aurelius by Donald Robertson (St. Martin’s Press, April 2019) 
Roman emperor Marcus Aurelius was the final famous Stoic philosopher of the ancient 
world. The Meditations, his personal journal, survives to this day as one of the most beloved 
self-help and spiritual classics of all time. In How to Think Like a Roman Emperor, 
psychotherapist Donald Robertson weaves stories of Marcus’s life from the Roman histories 
together with explanations of Stoicism—its philosophy and its psychology—to enlighten 
today’s readers. Robertson shows how Marcus used philosophical doctrines and therapeutic 
practices to build emotional resilience and endure tremendous adversity and guides readers 
through applying the same methods to their own lives. This book puts a human face on Stoicism and offers a 
timeless and essential guide to handling the ethical and psychological challenges we face today. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 256 

TRANSLATION RIGHTS ONLY (UK/Commonwealth with LevelFiveMedia LLC)  
 

WIN OR DIE: Leadership Secrets from Game of Thrones by Bruce Craven (Thomas 

Dunne Books, March 2019) 
“When you play the game of thrones, you win or you die. There is no middle ground.”—
Cersei Lannister.  One of the great joys of watching Game of Thrones is strategizing what 
bold moves you’d make in this bloody, volatile world. One of the great terrors of being a 
leader is knowing that the real world can be just as brutal. Every day leaders are presented 
with opportunities and challenges, and they must decide which roads to follow never 
knowing whether they will profit or fail until they’re in the thick of it. In Win or Die, Bruce 
Craven, the Director of Columbia University’s Advanced Management Program, brilliantly 
charts the journeys of the best and worst leaders in Westeros so that leaders can create their own narratives of 
success. Craven tracks beloved characters such as Ned Stark, Jon Snow, Daenerys Targaryen, and Cersei 
Lannister as they make terrible decisions and fatal mistakes but also achieve incredible victories and surprising 
successes. All the while, Craven shows readers how to recognize opportunities, work with mentors, identify 
their purpose, apply strategic learning, become a fully engaged leader and much, much more.  

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 288 
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THE BLOATED BELLY WHISPERER: See Results Within a Week and Tame 

Digestive Distress Once and for All by Tamara Duker Freuman, MS, RD, CDN (St. 
Martin’s Press, January 2019) 
Bloating—ugh. It’s the most common complaint they get from patients, according to 
gastroenterologists. But Tamara Duker Freuman, a highly trained and sought-after 
nutritionist, knows something many doctors don’t: every unhappy belly is unhappy in its 

own way. That’s why Tamara’s clients call her “The Bloated Belly Whisperer”—for many 
years she’s successfully helped her clients accurately describe their symptoms and find a 
course of treatment that delivers rapid and lasting relief. In this book, Tamara guides readers 

through the same steps she would use in a consultation, first with a quiz to help them hone in on their specific 
symptoms, and then by discussing the latest research and patient stories to offer dozens of solutions that will 
reduce abdominal bloating in a week or less and get that bloated belly under control for good. 

Praise: “With candor and science-based expertise, Freuman offers invaluable information for readers 
suffering from a range of debilitating digestive issues.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) 

Includes fifty recipes from former Bon Appétit editor and cookbook author Kristine Kidd! 

Foreign sales: Germany/Vak, Taiwan/Acme 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 336 
 

HANGRY: 5 Simple Steps to Balance Your Hormones and Restore Your Joy by Sarah 

Fragoso and Brooke Kalanick, ND, MS (St. Martin’s Press, June 2019) 
Hangry offers women with “normal” lab work a diet and lifestyle program to reverse the 
hidden autoimmune illnesses that leave them feeling stressed out, cranky, hungry, frustrated, 
overweight and really freakin’ tired. Powerhouse authors Sarah Fragoso and Dr. Brooke 
Kalanick present a five-step, customizable plan for women to heal their hormones, restore 
their joy, reset their metabolism, and kick start fat loss in just four weeks. Go from tired and 
irritable, to vibrant, fit, and most importantly: happy. 

Praise: “Finally! A hormone book that takes on the multitude of challenges that 
hormone imbalance brings and offers a totally personalized approach to stop you from being 

Hangry.”—JJ Virgin, bestselling author of The Virgin Diet 

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 336 
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THE EMOTION CODE: How to Release Your Trapped Emotions for Abundant Health, Love, and 
Happiness by Bradley Nelson (St. Martin’s Essentials, May 2019) 
The Emotion Code, by renowned holistic doctor and lecturer Bradley Nelson, reveals how emotionally-
charged events from your past can still be haunting you in the form of “trapped emotions”—emotional energies 
that literally inhabit your body. These trapped emotions can fester in our lives and bodies, creating pain, 
malfunction, and eventually disease. They also extract a heavy mental and emotional toll, impacting how we 
think, the choices that we make, and our success. In The Emotion Code, Dr. Nelson gives you the tools to 
identify and release the trapped emotions in your life, eliminating the negative energy, and opening your heart 
and body to the positive energies of the world. Filled with real-world examples from many years of clinical 
practice—and already reaching over 100,000 readers in the author’s self-published edition—this revised and 
expanded edition is a distinct and authoritative work that is destined to become an instant classic in self-healing. 

Foreign sales (via the author): Czech/Citadella, Germany/Vak, Korea/Planet B, Romania/Adevar Divin, 
Slovakia/Citadella, Spain/La Esfera de los Libros, Taiwan/Eurasian, Turkey/Say 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 352 
 

ENERGY HEALING: Simple and Effective Practices to Become Your Own Healer by 
Kris Ferraro (St. Martin’s Essentials, April 2019) 
This Start Here Guide is a practical guide to the unique and powerful art of restoring energy 
through the body to promote physical health, healing, and wellness. Designed for beginners, 
this book offers an overview of the history and benefits of Energy Healing and various 
methods including muscle testing, EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques), and Shielding. 
Readers will learn how to tune into their own bodies, develop quick and easy techniques, 
and avoid common pitfalls and learn how to resolve them. A rich resources section will help 
readers further explore the world of energy healing and develop their practice. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 144 
 

MEDITATION by Patrick Harbula (St. Martin’s Essentials, August 2019) 
This Start Here Guide is an easy-to-use, practical, hands-on guide to the ancient art of 
mindfulness and includes instructions to several different forms of meditation, allowing the 
reader to find and choose the type of meditation that works best for them. Additionally, 
Meditation includes a history of the practice, an overview of the benefits, and a survey of 
both Eastern and Western types of meditative practices. For the complete novice or a 
seasoned practitioner, as well as schools, retreat centers, organizations, and instructors of 
meditation, this is the best guide to awareness practices available. 

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 144 
 

FOREST BATHING by Dr. Cyndi Gilbert, ND (St. Martin’s Essentials, May 2019)  
This Start Here Guide introduces readers to the art of forest bathing, the deceptively simple 
Japanese practice of walking through the forest as a way to find peace and rejuvenation. 
Discover the health benefits of forest bathing, from restoring Vitamin D to balancing your 
microbiome, along with the rich mental and emotional rewards that spending time 
surrounded by trees can offer. Begin your own forest bathing practice and tap more deeply 
into your five senses, practice true mindfulness in sacred woodland spaces, and experience 
the healing impact of nature. 

Material: manuscript due November 
Page count: 144  
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BEYOND THE KNOWN: REALIZATION: A Channeled Text by Paul Selig (St. 

Martin’s Essentials, August 2019) 
In 1987, a spiritual experience left Paul Selig clairvoyant. Since then, Selig has established 
himself as one of the foremost spiritual channels in the world. His unique connection has 
placed him in contact with the Guides, beings of higher intelligence, who share their voices 
and wisdom through him. Expanding on and transcending his previous work, Realization, 
the first volume in the Beyond the Known trilogy, is composed of the pure, unedited words 
of the Guides as they share their wisdom and knowledge through Selig. It serves as a 
psychological-spiritual guide to take readers beyond the perceived limitations of accepted 

reality and open their minds to ultimate manifestation. 

Material: manuscript 
Page count: 256 
 

THE BACKYARD HERBAL APOTHECARY: Effective Medicinal Remedies 
Using Commonly Found Herbs and Plants by Devon Young (Page Street 

Publishing, April 2019)   
Learn how to make tried-and-true remedies using herbs that grow naturally in your 
backyard or neighborhood. Forage for plants growing wild or cultivate them easily in 
your yard or even inside. Those just starting out and experienced herbalists alike will 
enjoy learning about the healing properties of commonly found herbs such as burdock, 
comfrey, rosemary, dill, milk thistle, chickweed, dandelion and nettle. Each herb 
features a recipe that you can make right away, such as Working Hands Salve, 

Antioxidant Facial Serum, Dandelion Digestive Bitters, Pleasant Dreams Incense and Gut Healer Tea. Become 
empowered to formulate your own home remedies safely and confidently. This book covers fifty herbs with 
fifty recipes and more than one hundred photos. 

Material: early .pdf due November 
Page count: 192 
 

HAND LETTERING FOR LAUGHTER: Gorgeous Art with a Hilarious Twist 

by Amy Latta (Page Street Publishing, April 2019) 
Top selling author and hand lettering expert Amy Latta is back with her third book, 
which is aimed at spreading happy vibes and providing more than a few giggles. 
With witty quotes—such as “My idea of clean eating is having pizza while taking a 
bubble bath”—Amy gives readers a new lease on lettering, featuring brand new 
techniques, fonts and embellishments. Readers can expect the same features that 
made Amy’s previous books so special: her down to earth voice and clear 
instructions; high-quality, thick art paper ideal for brush pens and lettering tools; 

and blank border pages for final designs. This time, Amy adds a bonus project section giving readers simple 
DIY crafts for things like lettered pillows and wood signs to spread their lettering joy with others in unique 
ways. 

Previous titles’ foreign sales: Brazil/Sextante 

Material: early .pdf due November 
Page count: 208 

Also available: Hand Lettering for Relaxation (2017), Express 

Yourself: A Hand Lettering Workbook for Kids (2018)    
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THE ARTFUL SKETCH: Learn How to Create Step-by-Step Artistic Drawings 

by Mary Phan (Page Street Publishing, September 2018) 
Take your love for hand lettering, coloring, and doodling to the next level with this 
easy guide to creating gorgeous sketches by hand. Artist Mary Phan teaches luxury 
sketching workshops, and she now reveals her simple yet big-impact techniques for 
everyone in fourteen exquisite sketches featuring fully-illustrated, detailed step-by-
step instructions to ensure a frame-worthy result from your very first sketch. From 
each tutorial, you’ll have your own impressive work of art to share as a gift, send as 
a card, share on social media, use in your business, or display in your home. No matter 
how you use it, this book will give you the tools and inspiration to fill your life with more color, beauty, and 
creativity. 

Praise: “Mary is exactly what the beginner needs when embarking on a sketching journey. Her methods 
are clear, concise and created to ensure success! Mary’s joyful style and color choices go a long way in 
inspiring the budding artist to pick up a pen and dive in.”—Kristy Rice, author, artist and founder 

Momental Designs 

Foreign sales: Russia/AST 

Material: finished copies 
Page count: 160 
 

SUCCULENT STYLE: 50 Gorgeous Projects for Easy-Care Wreaths, Living Wall Art, Bouquets and 
More by Jessica Hartman (Page Street Publishing, May 2019) 
Add a splash of style to your home or garden with fifty fun and creative projects for designing with succulents. 
These beautiful yet sturdy plants are easy to maintain and breathe life into your décor, making them perfect 
for all your DIY creations. There’s a project for every occasion, whether you’re looking to add a statement 
piece to your home (a hand-wired succulent wreath), enhance your backyard with outdoor décor (transform an 
old wheelbarrow into a succulent-studded garden), or incorporate succulents into a wedding or event (create 
professional-quality succulent bouquets and boutonnieres).  

Material: early .pdf due December 
Page count: 160 
 

THE UNIVERSE TODAY ULTIMATE GUIDE TO VIEWING THE COSMOS: 

Everything You Need to Know to Become an Amateur Astronomer by David 
Dickinson with Fraser Cain (Page Street Publishing, October 2018) 
If you’ve ever been interested in the night sky and the wonders above our heads, search 
no further: your ultimate resource for all things in the universe is here. From David 
Dickinson and Fraser Cain, publisher of the widely popular astronomy news site, 
Universe Today, comes the complete guide to the night sky. The book includes the best 
tips and tricks for viewing, detailed charts to find must-see events for years to come, 
and stunning photography from top night sky photographers, as well as advice on how 
to take your own incredible photos. With star charts, practical background information, technological resources 
and telescope and astrophotography guides, this is the ultimate resource for any backyard space enthusiast. 

Praise: “This guide has something for everyone with even the slightest interest in the skies above: easy-
to-follow advice for finding the good stuff, fun activities to deepen your appreciation of cosmic wonders, 
key events to watch for when the skies are clear and lots of tales and trivia to muse over when they’re 
not.”—Alan Boyle, author of The Case for Pluto 

Material: .pdf 
Page count: 240 
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GENIUS LEGO INVENTIONS WITH BRICKS YOU ALREADY HAVE: 40+ 

New Robots, Vehicles, Contraptions, Gadgets, Games and Other Fun STEM 
Creations by Sarah Dees (Page Street Publishing, November 2018) 
Sarah Dees’ first two LEGO books have been hits, and now, she focuses on the subject 
that draws many kids into LEGO in the first place—tinkering, engineering, building, 
experimenting, solving problems and inventing. This book shares fun and exciting new 
science-powered creations that are fun toys kids can play with, but which also teach 
the important scientific concepts at work behind levers, pulleys, suspension bridges, 
skyscrapers, gears, motorized machines, magnets and more. Kids will learn important 

scientific facts that help them in school, developing critical thinking skills, as well as staying entertained for 
hours on end! 

Previous titles’ foreign sales: China/Posts & Telecommunications Press, Germany/Schwager & Steinlein, 
Netherlands/WPG Kindermedia, Russia/Eksmo  
 
Material: .pdf 
Page count: 192 

Also available: Awesome LEGO Creations with Bricks You Already Have 
(2016), Epic LEGO Adventures with Bricks You Already Have (2017) 
 

101 KIDS ACTIVITIES THAT ARE THE OOEY, GOOEY-EST EVER!: 
Nonstop Fun with DIY Slimes, Doughs and Moldables by Jamie Harrington, 

Brittanie Pyper, and Holly Homer (Page Street Publishing, December 2018) 
Slimy, mashable, gooey crafts for kids come together in this ultimate guide to all 
things oozy and fun for children. Playdough is on the docket, of course, but this book 
also delves into a world of slime and moldable creations. Besides the fun, children get 
the added benefits of sensory play—a trending parenting and teaching tool for toddlers 
often implemented in preschools and daycares due to its developmental benefits—by 
exploring with all five senses. With recipes requiring simple household ingredients, 

parents will love how easy these creations are for playtime, and with so many to choose from, there’s no risk 
of boredom. 

Material: .pdf 
Page count: 192 
 

AWESOME EDIBLE KIDS CRAFTS: 75 Super-Fun All-Natural Projects for 
Kids to Make and Eat by Arena Blake (Page Street Publishing, February 2019) 
Jam-packed with imaginative projects that spark creativity and provide hours of 
entertainment using supplies that are safe, nontoxic and tasty, this book is your little 
Picasso’s guide to producing masterpieces that are as enjoyable to eat as they are to 
make. Watch your little one’s face light up with delight and awe as they create a 
colorful rainbow out of toast and milk “paint” or build a castle using kinetic sand made 
with flour, oil and hot chocolate mix. Set aside traditional art supplies like crayons and 
playdough in favor of marshmallows and chocolate chips. And each project is ranked 

on a “skill scale,” so you can find an activity to suit everyone in your bunch, from young toddlers to budding 
elementary school students. These tasty and unique crafts are sure to provide hours of lip-smacking fun. 

Material: early .pdf 
Page count: 176 
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EAT LIKE YOU GIVE A FORK: The Real Dish on Eating to Thrive by Mareya Ibrahim (St. Martin’s 
Griffin, June 2019)   
From the chef behind the meals in the New York Times bestseller The Daniel Plan, Eat Like You Give a Fork 
immerses the reader in honest, transparent and easy to understand strategies that will remake your kitchen, 
your taste buds, your body, your energy level and your relationships. This cookbook breaks it all down into 
bite-size language and simple strategies that anyone can understand, including the eight core “meal planning 
and preparation” techniques from Ibrahim’s Facebook Live show, The REAL Dish, that save time, money and 
sanity. Chef Mareya has a fresh and feisty voice and a great palate that shines in these eighty delicious recipes 
that make healthy eating simple and nutritious. 

Material: early .pdf due November 
Page count: 224 
 

THE VEGETABLE GARDENER’S COOKBOOK: 75 Vegetarian Recipes That 

Will Help You Make the Most Out of Every Season’s Harvest by Danielle 
Majeika (Page Street Publishing, February 2019) 
Farm-owner and blogger Danielle Majeika derives complexity of flavor from a 
harmonious balance of herbs, simple spices, farm-fresh vegetables, and cooking 
methods in this incredible cookbook. Utilizing techniques that help bring out unique, 
vibrant flavors, every recipe highlights one or two vegetables that are easy to grow 
and popular at markets—like leeks, fennel, carrots, and tomatoes. Recipes include 
Asparagus Vichyssoise for spring, Green Bean Tempura with Lemon Wasabi 
Mayonnaise for summer, Shaved Kohlrabi Salad with Apple and Sesame for fall, and French Shallot Soup for 
winter. Danielle also provides growing and harvesting tips in the chapter introductions that gardeners will find 
useful and non-gardeners will be inspired by. 

Material: early .pdf 
Page count: 176 
 

THE ULTIMATE ONE-PAN OVEN COOKBOOK: Complete Meals Using Just 
Your Sheet Pan, Dutch Oven, Roasting Pan and More by Julia Konovalova 

(Page Street Publishing, August 2018)  
With seventy-five recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and everything in between, 
mealtime just got a whole lot easier. Grab your sheet pan, baking sheet, Dutch oven, 
or roasting pan and you’re halfway to dinner, even on a hectic weeknight, with this 
exciting collection of delicious, convenient meals. Just pop all the ingredients on a 
pan, slide it in the oven, and you’ve got dinner in no time! Plus, the counters stay 
clean and the sink doesn’t fill up with dishes. Every dish is created with health in 
mind, without overdoing the salt and oil. With exciting combinations, and surprisingly quick prep, these recipes 
will transform the way you cook. 

Praise: “A collection of solid, single-pan recipes. There certainly is no shortage of accessible dishes 
here… harried home cooks are sure to appreciate the ease and simplicity of many of Konovalova’s 
dishes.”—Publishers Weekly 

Material: finished copies 
Page count: 192 
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101 RECIPES EVERY COOK NEEDS TO KNOW: Chef-Style Flavors and Fundamental Techniques 

to Make You Cook Like a Pro at Home by Jet Tila and Ali Tila (Page Street Publishing, April 2019)  
With a brand new gig on Iron Chef America, regular TV appearances on other national cooking shows such as 
Cutthroat Kitchen and Chopped, connections to big-name cooking stars, plus a bestselling debut cookbook, 
Jet Tila is taking the food scene by storm. In his second cookbook, Jet partners with his co-chef and wife, Ali, 
to teach people how to cook food like they do in restaurants via specially curated, amazing recipes that are 
easy and beginner-friendly, but have that extra special flavor twist or key technique that makes them stand out. 
One incredible meal at a time, Jet and Ali give you dependable, must-make recipes like Prime Rib with Au 
Jus, Fettuccini Carbonara and Duck Breast with Blackberry Gastrique. Jet’s takes on classic dishes like Roasted 
Tomato Soup with Parmesan Crisps and the Ultimate Cheeseburger will become new favorites. Packed with 
fun, flavor and good vibes, learn new techniques to cook like the pros at home. 

Praise: “Chef and media personality Jet Tila presents an inspiring collection of classic Asian dishes as 
well as novel riffs on them. Readers of all skill levels and heat tolerances will appreciate Tila’s 
instructions, which emphasize flavor without calling for hours of prep or multiple trips to specialty 

stores.”—Publishers Weekly 

Previous title’s foreign sales: Italy/FerrariSinbaldi  
 
Material: early .pdf due November 
Page count: 192 

Also available: 101 Asian Dishes You Need to Cook Before You Die (2017)   

 

RAWSOME SUPERFOODS: 100+ Nutrient-Packed Recipes Using Nature’s 
Hidden Power to Help You Feel Your Best by Emily von Euw (Page Street 
Publishing, December 2018) 
In her fourth cookbook, Emily von Euw, creator of the hugely popular blog This 
Rawsome Vegan Life, presents a comprehensive compilation of over one hundred 
delicious recipes to help you eat your way to wellness. Incorporate nutrient-rich 
superfoods into your diet with everyday staples like berries for antioxidants, cinnamon 
and turmeric for their anti-inflammatory benefits, and chia, acai and spirulina to 
improve energy and increase immunity—plus so much more! With raw, soy-free and 

nut-free options, these approachable plant-based dishes will change the way you nourish yourself and your 
family. Full of invigorating juices, immune-boosting smoothies, flavor-packed dressings and satisfying mains, 
this book has everything you need to enjoy the benefits of superfoods in easy, everyday meals 

Praise: “Emily’s use of fresh ingredients in her cooking and baking is inspiring. Her recipes prove that 
eating vegan (and raw) doesn’t have to be hard and can easily be delicious!”—Erin Alderson, creator of 

the blog Naturally Ella 

Previous title, Rawsome Vegan Baking, foreign sales: Czech Republic/Anag, France/Editions L’Age 
D’Homme, Spain/Juventud 

 
Material: early .pdf 
Page count: 288 

Also available: Rawsome Vegan Baking (2014), 100 Best 

Juices, Smoothies and Healthy Snacks (2014), The Rawsome 

Vegan Cookbook (2015) 
 
 


